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Society Makes The Front Page
(Ed's note: Because the many messages from
your friendly area merchants has crowded our news
columns this week, and because we do not want to
disappoint the in lividuals involved, we are pub-
lishing these social items on he :;:ront oage
Anyway i...s.Christmas;• it's a time to be happy and
to make others nappy.)
Bondurant - Boyd Engagement Told;
January Wedding Will Be In Fulton
M'ss Mary Idella Bondurant
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Alton Bon-
durant, of Fulton, announce the en-
gagement and approaching mar-
riage of their daughter, Mary
Idella, to Thomas Frank Boyd, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Spurgeon Frauklin
Boyd of Jackson, Tennessee.
Miss Bondurant graduated from
Fulton High School and will receive
her Bachelor of Arts degree from
Union University in May 1967. She
is a member of YWA, Rutledge
History Club and SNEA. Her so-
cial sorority is Chi Omega,
Mr. Boyd, a graduate of Jackson
High School, will receive a Bach-
elor of Science degree from Union
University in May 1967. He serves
as president of the Rutledge His-
tory Club and Phi Alpha Theta na-
tional history fraternity, and is a
member of Alpha Tau Omega.
Both were recently elected to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Col-
The wedding ukll take place on
January 28th at the First Baptist
Church in Fulton.
Miss Dee Ann Hitchcock, Mr. Wyatt
To Exchange Vows In June Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Richard I.. Hitch-
cock of Louisville announce the en-
gagement of their daughter, Miss
Dee Ann Hitchcock, to Mr. James
Edward Wyatt, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hal Kirk Wyatt, Sr.. of Fort
Walton Beach, Florida.
Both. are seniors at the Unit -r-
n: t.. ,s-ille :s H !chcock
is 11 the College of Arts and
felenr.es and Mr. Wyatt is in the
Speed Scientific School.
A June wedding is planned.
The bride-elect is the granddau-
ghter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gra-
ham of Fulton.
Miss Dee Ann Hitchcock
Miss Rose Feted
At Sunday Event
The lovely country home of Mrs.
Carl Pirtle of Water Valley was the
scene of a beautifully planned gift
tea on December 4th, honoring
Miss Brenda Rose, bride-elect of
Morris Dublin
Receiving the guests with Mrs.
Pirtle were the honoree, Miss Rose,
(Continued on Page Twelve)
AMIGO GETS DEGREE
Miss Mireya Correa of Panama,
who was a guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Stokes, during the Banana Fes-
tival, has received her Master's
degree in Botany from Duke Uni-
versity, Durham, N. C. Miss Cor-
rea is presently working in the
botany department at Duke, but
plans to return to Panama to teach,
probably in the university there.
Merry Clirlsrmas Everybody
One Of Kentucky's
Better Weekly Papers
The News has won awards for out
standing excellence every year It
h•s been submitted In ludVing con-
tests.
Volume Thirty-Five Fulton, 42041, Fulton County, Kentucky Thursday, December 22, 1966
TWO SECTIONS
20 PAGES
16c
Margaret L King library
Periodical Dept.
Upiversity of Kentucky
Lexington, Ky. 40506
General Urban Renewal Survey area covers all of the area on the Ken-
tucky side known as "Missionary Ec1tor,v," (al the shat'.id pa-t of abov•
map). Dark strips indicate US highway 45 running through the area, and
the North Parkway by-pass. City park is at upper left.
Country Girl In The City
That old saw about taking the
girl out of the country, but not tak-
ing the country out of the girl, was
written by a genius. Never did it
make itself more apparent on Mon-
day when this country girl-editor
spent the day in St. Louis, just re-
laxing a little until Mary Jo com-
pleted her classes at the Academy
of the Sacred Heart in St. Charles,
before coming home for the Christ-
mas holidays on Tuesday.
Paul and I drove up on Sunday
for the annual Christmas program
that day. He returned home Sun-
day night by train, and I stayed in
St. Louis with the car, so that I
could bring home Mary Jo's vastly
accumulated paraphenalia for re-
juvenating at mid-year. What with
the Christmas shopping she had
done, and the laundry bag she had
stuffed to choking, and the clothes
she needed for the holidays, we
barely 'escaped renting a trailer
for the trip home.
Anyway on Monday, with nothing
to do but read, relax and kill time,
I decided to drive over to the near-
by shopping center called North-
west, in the afternoon, mostly to
get the feel of Christmas and to
get an item or two for the children
and Paul that I was unable to get
here. The shopping center is a nice
walk from the Parkway House
where I was staying, but I decided
to drive, to save ...se and tear
on my poor _lifog feet.
I had seen the shopping center
several times on our previous visits
there, and marvelled at the
amazing convenience of all that
parking space, that looked like it
was just a stone's throw from every
store on the mall. And that's
where I made my great mistake
. . . it's an optical illusion. Either
that or I am countrier than
think!
Well, I drove over togthe shop-
ping center, parking opposite the
entrance of Famous-Barr Depart-
ment Store. I felt great! I walked
into the store at about noon, stroll-
ed around, and then found that all
I had to do was walk out of that
store, onto the mall, where the
glittering appeal of dozens of
shops made walking in and out of
them something like a panacea
for the Christmas shopper. I was
enjoying it all, until my poor old
feet told me that it must be getting
late. It was indeed! When my feet
start hurting, they start HURT-
ING, and when they start hurting
my whole mind and body collapses.
So I decided I would go on back
to the car, and to the hotel, for a
quiet dinner and to read Paul
Fay's "The Pleasure of His Com-
pany," a story of Fay's 21-year
friendship with the late President
John F. Kennedy.
By now you know my amazing
ignorance about directions. I went
back to Famous-Barr, walked out
of what I thought was the door I
came in, and toward the direction
of where I thought I had parked
the car. It was wishful thinking at
its very best. When I didn't see
Jottings
Fro-i
Jo 's
Note
the car, which I had parked third
down from one of the hundreds of
parking lanes, I decided I must
have come out of a different door
from the one I went in.
-- -
Knowing that just the smallest
amount of walking would paralyze
me, I panicked. I asked a gent
walking near me how many en-
trances there were to Famous-
Barr. He said "four." Ye gads, I
thought, I had three other areas to
look before I could be sure I•would
be in our car. But I did just that,
walked all around that vast, im-
mense, gigantic area, (at least It
seemed so) but the !sore I looked,
the more distance I seemed to be
making away from Famous-Barr
and that beloved, dirty, old car that
I wanted to see so much.
I walked around for nearly an
hour. I felt like that little fellow
in the first reader mho marked a
pine tree to come back to his treas-
ure, only to find as I did, that 20-
acres of trees is about as bad as
20-acres of parked cars. By now I
'was so tired, so confused and so
forlorn, I would have gotten in a
car with anybody, abandoning the
car until the next day, I really
should have felt complimented, as
old and haggard as I looked, for a
couple of long-haired young fellows
said, "hey, you want a lift? Just
get in." They seemed too eager, so
I refused. but their invitation gave
me an idea.
Standing there, lost and almost
in tears, I saw two nice-looking
teen-age girls getting into their car
and I approached them with my
problem. They looked at each
other, asked me to repeat 1713,
story, then reluctantly told me to
get in their car and they would help
me find my car. The spirit of
Christmas, you know. They both
kept talking to each other animat-
edly, about nothing at all, just
wondering whether they had picked
up some devious holiday bandit. As
if I cared what they thought. For
when I did find the car, on the
very o•pposite side of where I had
parked, those young ladies looked
like little angels to me. They
wouldn't take a gratuity; I think
they were glad to get rid of me.
But that's not the end of the
story! In my hurry to get in my
car, I left my rain-coat in their
car. Did I get it back? Of course
not! Those poor kids didn't know
what insane asylum I had escaped
from.
Merry Christmas from "ole ach-
ing feet with the lame brain."
December 23: George Brock,
Brent Burrow, Mrs. George Hol-
man; December 24: W. D. Tegeth-
off; December 25: Col, R. D. Bene-
dict, Johnny Boone Taylor, Julie
Gilbert, Farrah Graddy, Freida
Taylor.
December 26: Mrs. Harold D.
Newton, Elise Provow, Avalyn
Thorpe, Mrs. Paul Wright; De-
cember 27: Priscilla Winston; De-
cember 28: Norma Barnes, Peggy
Crews, Kimberly Michelle Argo,
Robbie Rudolph; December 29:
Shelia Owens.
Number 51
Urban Renewal Project Planning Begins
Immediately, City Manager Shaw Reveals
The following is an article concerning Urban Reneval from
City Manager, Rollin R. Shaw
Within the next few days the actual planning work
for the Urban Renewal Project will begin.
.The first phase of this planning involves the gather-
ing of necessary information. There will be a survey
made of all families living in the area to determine their
actual existing housing conditions, family income, ex-
penses and a determination of the type of housing that
this family can afford. There will also be a business sur-
vey to determine the amount of square footage now in
use, amount of square footage needed, parking facilities
available, parking facilities needed, etc.
At about the same time there will be two additional
surveys being made. One is called an acquisition Ap-
praisal. This does not mean that this property is going to
be purchased immediately. This survey is merely made
to determine the value of the land and exactly how
much it would cost to purchase the land should the pro-
ject prove feasible. The other survey will be a prelimi-
nary Title Survey, which determines the actual owners
of each parcel of land. Again this survey is necessary to
determine that all parcels of land have been included
and that an appraisal has been made of the entire area.
The primary emphasis at this
time is towards planning. In order
to adequately plan this area it -is
necessary that this basic and pre-
liminary information be obtained.
We therefore ask that you cooper-
ate in obtaining this information so
that these plans as developed re-
flect true and accurate information.
Again let me emphasize that this
planning phase will take from 12
to 15 months. At the present time
no one can say ohat the outcome
will bee The Urban Renewal
Agency will explore all ideas and
attempt to develop the best plan
for the community, for this par-
Ocular area, and for all of the peo-
ple. Again let me emphasize that
the planning phase is scheduled to
take 12 to 15 months. Once the plan
is developed it ,must be approved
b  the Federal Agencies, and once
this plan is approved then execu-
tion of the plan can commence. It
will be at least two to two and one-
half years before any acquisition of
land still commence. Between now
and that time the Urban Renewal
will make every attempt to keep
the community, and in particular
title people located within this area,
informed regarding what has hap-
pened, what is now being done, and
what is planned for the future.
This area was selected for Urban
Renewal for many reasons. The
deteriorating condition and a num-
ber of substandard dwellings in
the- area, the mixing of business,
light industrial and residential
uses in the area and the drainage
problem were the prime factors for
considering this area for Urban
Renewal.
•
At the present time it is impossi-
ble to determine what structures
will remain in the area and what
structures will be removed. It is
known that all substandard dwell-
ing units will be removed. Again
the determination of what to do
within this area will depend upon
the plan, and this is what we are
beginning to develop.
If you own property within this
area the determination to sell now
or to keevour property is entirely
up to you. When the time comes,
Urban Renewal Agency will negoti-
ate with the property owner of re-
cord and offer a fair price for the
property. It is our recommenda-
tion, though, that property owners
make only repairs that are abso-
lutely necessary but we do not re-
commend major renovation or re-
modelling. If you are a renter you
will be given ample time on any
action that will affect you. There-
fore, we ask that you not move now
because of Urban Renewal. When
the times gomes the Urban Renew-
al Agency will do all it possibly
caardn htoubseinipg.you in securing stand'
Truck Rams Line Of Stopped Autos;
• 
In addition to this assis!an(c .)ou
,ill be aided in paying your mov-
xpenses.
Ten Narrowly Escape Serious Injury g.eniter the law families or in&
A Sunday afternoon pile-up uf
four cars and a truck on West
State line in Fulton resulted in
near-total demolishment of two of
the vehicles, hospitalization of one
of the drivers, and hospital treat-
ment of ten drivers and passeng
Miss Beverly Overby, 16, driver
of one of the cars, was in Hillview
Hospital for two days, being dis-
charged Tuesday.
According to the Fulton police
report, a car driven by Calvin B.
Evans, 55, of 629 South First street,
UnionCity, travelling east, stopped
to make q left hand turn into Ed-
dings street. Three other cars,
driven by Wendel Butts, 17, of Ful-
toll, Rout, -i, Lev Overhy and
Brenda K. Sams 17, Fulton, Rt. 4,
Were stopped waiting for the Evans
car to make the turn. A tractor-
trailer, driven by Danny R. Faulk-
ner, 105 Bates Street, South Fulton
and owned by Trans Company Ex-
press of Dallas. Texas struck the
Sams car, knocking it into the c.,r
ahead anti causing a chain reaction
with each of the cars hitting the
car in front, The ears were knock-
ed about 8 or 12 feel, according to
the police.
Others in the Sams car were
Janet Phipps and Kaye Bradley.
Passengers in the Butts car were
Jimmy King, Eugene Dunavant
Eddie Williams and Umphrey Mc-
Kendree.
NARROW ESCAPE: Giant express truck nearly climbed over Sams car
in Sunday afternoon accident on West State line.
Happy Birthday Stuart Voelpel Named
To Honorary Society
The News takes pleasure in wish-
ing "Happy Birthday" to the fol- Stuar
t Voelpel, 704 Vine Street,
lowing friends: has be
en accepted for membership
in Beta Beta Beta, a national hon-
orary biological science society at
Murray State University.
Voelpel is a sophomore majoring SP/4 Ronald D. Brockwell, son
in pre-medicine. Ile is a member of of Mr. and Mrs. Claud Brockv.'ell
Lambda Chi Alpha, a national so- of Union City, wishes his friends,
cial fraternity, family and the many people of Ful-
Tri-Beta initiated nine students ton a Merry Christmas and a Hap-
in December. A 'B' average is py New Year.
quired for membership. Ronald is located three miles
east of Siagon at Xuan Loc (Swan
‘,duals of low income will be given
preference in vacancies in Publil
Housing. Certain families whose
income is sufficient and who now
own their own homes and desire
to purchase a new home will lie en-
titled to what is called a 221 FHA
Eligibility Certificate. This certifi-
cate, can be used for bil.t ing a new
home or buying an older home that
will meet FHA specifications or if
interested in building a new home.
This certificate. also entitles you to
a special low interest loan, a long
term retirement of the loan and
other considerations. Again the Ur-
ban Renewal Agency will zissist
these people in obtaining the neces-
sary information and meeting with
the proper people.
After the land is cleared and the
building sites prepared the land
will then be sold to private parties
for development. A great percent-
age of the land will be used for the
construction of homes, either Pub-
lic Housing, housing for the elder-
ly, private rental, and privately
owned. The purchasers of the land
will be required to enter into bind-
ing agreements to construct the
new homes and businesse9 in ac-
cordance with the Urban-Renewal
Plan, adopted and approved by the
Urban Renewal Agency and the
City Commission. Every effort will
be exerted to provide families dis-
placed from the area first oppor-
tunity to relocate in the same
neighborhood after redevelopment
has taken place.
Interest and support is needed
from all individuals, clubs and
groups in order for this program
to be a success. Therefore, we
again ask your cooperation in fur-
nishing us with accurate informa-
tion when you are called upon in
order for the plan to reflect true
conditions.
re-
HOLIDAY VISITORS,
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Allison of
Fullerton, California, arrived in
Fulton Tuesday night and will
spend their Christmas vacation
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Allison, West State Line.
Vietnam Soldier Sends
Greetings To Homefolks
Lock) with the 11 A/C Regiment.
His tour of duty will end in Sep-
tember 1967.
His address is SP/4 Ronald D.
Brockwell, U. S. 53408095, How,
Battery, 3rd Sqdn., 11 A/C Regt.,
San Francisco, California.
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two or more days of hunting. Is
The goose and duck season opens,
on December 1 on the Ballard Counl
ty Wildlife Area where only morn-
ing hunting is permitted in a con-i
trolled hunt. Those who wish WA
hunt there must have reservation/1
with the refuge manager at BoxA
100, LaCenter, Ky. No Sunday or
Blessiilgs Kmtiickv hunting enters its sec- Christmas Day hunting will be per-nhase on December 1 when the mitted. The duck season on thisA
ason onens, for grouse and for 
goose 
esnedassoonnoJnanjaunauryar8y 1a5oci wtihthelf 'aterfowl on the Ballard CountyWildlife Management Area, and the bag and poscession limits the*same as for the statewide season. *
: Christmas 'he second parts of the squirrel,
Fulton News Thursday, December 22, 1961
Emphysema. a disease which Chow your Christmas spirit. Use
makes breathing difficuk, is second '"clatsnas seals.
Among disabilities tor which wort- Cld.i.rtmas seals at the top of
in we awarded soclal security your shopping net.
yeodits. Christmas seals fight em .e t me to invest sn good health.
*Tama and ether reePinstorY Orrier your Christmas seal letter
mules too. today.
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Or high is overflowing with
holiday wishes and
sincere thanks for
one and nil.
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vs. •
•• time ... Mcrry Christmas!
GARDNER'S STUDIO
— Commercial Avenue —
Life will go on
without you.
Not all traffic totalities are caused from drinking
while driving or speeding. But too many of them ore.
Even if you don't have an accident, you could be
arrested ... heavily fined ... lose your license (and
maybe your job?). You know all of the arguments
against speeding or drinking while driving. If you
still want to do it ... remember: life will go on with-
out you. K.nsvskyDspedmddsfPusblkSsfsly
WOW
EACH PASSING YEAR brings us a higher -
evaluation of the bonds forged by pleasant
associations, old and new
it
V
we are privileged to
express our appreciation of
Tom Maddox
Mn, Jessie Legate
Judy Brady
Wiwi* Voitgilli
Charlie Holley
Shirley & Ed Holt
Attila Evans
Judy Lucia
Mareare Bradley
State Enters
econd Phase
'If Hunting
.ove and archery deer seasons are
-rsumed.
In full swing right now are the. selai''verYon ti7oeuryouk4P:rste, acarrisChristrnamasi
may the serenity tatewide soacons on rabbits, quail , . --•Pc
Packages lvt1 re helping seal off tu-e
of peace and a ,nci waterfowl.
bounty of joy enter Squirrel hunters will have 31AMMIWWWWKAGAMVUM MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM UMWMWMWWWWW MINIAMMUMMIWAIUMQAMMMOMBIBMAIMMAI
your life this blessed A more days of hunting, throughoute
he month of December, as will thee
rchery deer hunters in 78 coun-R
Nties, and the dove hunters wilIR
ehave the first nine days of Decem-*
Rber in which to try for this species.*
the same bag and possession*
R!imits and regulations apply to the!
p,econd part of the season as for then
A
`irst part.
Grouse hunting will begin on De-R
ecember 1 and continue through*
Fehruarv 28 with a bag limit oat
and eight in possession afterit
A
if
if
ii
At this season, more than any other time
these friendships
CITY DRUG COMPANY
408 LAKE STREET FULTON
Closed all Day Christmas Day
May your hearth be
happy and your heart
content. We send
this greeting with
our thanks
to all!
Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency
Dewey Johnson Mrs. Frances Jones
James T. Johnson Jol.n B. Slayton
Corn* visit us at ow new office at 226 Commercial Avenue
Phone 472-3503
berculosis. Use then) generously. A
So that all of us may enjoy a Merry Christmas
and we hope yours will be the best ever
We weave our wreaths
Of pine and fir,
And hang them
For each heart to stir.
Anonym...
May your house be aglow with all the joy of
Christmas. May your heart be warm with happiness
and success throughout all the days to come.
FERRY MORSE
SEED COMPANY
FULTON, KY.
•
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Christmas
To all our friends, k
we send sincere wishes it
for Yuletide joys!
EXUM TELEVISION
ding anniversary. Many friends.'
—Nand relatives called between the; Otis Harry — E. C. it
Nhours of two and four, wishingi
*them many more years together.s.ssgssusm.ssfsc.ssg ,.„:;;,,,, ,•„;f.•usc.,..:s,,t4
.s".,,,s,:s,sms,...„:s,o„,.,,,,,"mummuf„.,..t,,,,,„..:,4u,,,.,,,.;,;:„.,:„,,„,,,:.,..„,„:„...,,,,„,f„,,,,,,s.:..,.:f.,u,...,,s
Many nice gifts were received.
4
OBION COUNTY4
* Joe Martin, County Agent id
Union City, Tenn.
OBION COUNTY LIVESTOCK -
* ASSOCIATION 
V
4
w Last Thursday night a largeit
Nniimber of Obion County Livestock*
NAssaciation families attended theit
!annual meeting of the Obion C
oun-/
ty Livestock Association. Jesie1
NSafley, Vice-President of Commerce!
NUnion Bank, Nashville, was the!
Nfeatured speaker and was very op-1
Ntimistic about the future of the f
!farm industry and livestock in par-1ticular.
During a brief business sessionl 1 1.‘lvin Ferguson, W. T. Garrigan,N
!Jr., and J. M. Mayberry wordN
!.lected to 3 year terms as directors*
iof the Association. The directors*
'elected Knox Daniels of the Shady*
alGrove community as president fortt
11967; Parnell Carrigan, vice-presil
Ndent; Joe Martin, secretary; and/
d lames Carl Hammond, treasurer.!
.11
OBION ANGUS ASSOCIATION 1
V
4„ During the annual meeting of theN
U
Rlast wek, he MtT. C. Sowell of t 
bion County Angus Associationt FULTON, KENTUCKY
!Zion community was elected presil
!dent, Ben Davis of Fulton as vice-
president and Ted Turner of nearit -
re Jordan as secretary-treasurer. N
V1 TREE SEEDLING SUPPLY N
I The State Forester has advised:
I.hat tree seedling orders are runs
iing well ahead of last year at the;
I
time. The supply of blacki
oralnut has already been exhaust-N
I.d. No catalpa or cherry bark oakN.ire available this year. 1
4 But other than the above species,*
fereeasoincsmiatmactrairasicaizeicsimaime.cetimaitsesengegusaszsculascsgsmsgsislausessm MMMMM oirsitZI
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HORNBEAR FUNERAL HOME
Carolyn and James Needham
The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 22 1966wguest of Mr. and Mrs. Roy Cruce.nsupplies are 
expected to be artequ- vance of the expected planting dater, Merry Christmas and Happy New Year
 Mrs Jessie Powell, of Unionttate to fill all orders for current in order to assure delivery on time leggimswacs.:AgsmegAgn4.,,;,,,..;•: 4,,z,f4s,c ,,gsgf.,,mg
,:;;;Ag,l,gf,,gnmr..miti
Brown, Cassie Wright, Roy Bellew,NCity, was Sunday guest of Mr. and
*season plantings. Seedlings are be- FARM DATES TO REMEMBER N
and Misses dance Bondurant, Eva*Mrs. Hubert Wilkins and 
Elizabeth. ing lifted and distributed mostly on Januari 4, 1967 - Performance4
Johnson and Nannie Menees, and* Mr. and Mrs. Lubie Underwood schedule. Tested Bol Sale • Brownsville. it
Rev. Luther Clark. of Madisonville, Mr. and Mrs. RayN A
Mrs. Sallie Johnson and 31issilFarmer of Princeton, and Mr. acdaPS Farmers are encouraged to ;A - 'e January 9, 1967 - Farm Manage-a
Eva Johnson left Saturday for chi.VMrs. H. B. Oliver of LouisvilleNorders as early as possible in ad- ment School Starts. 10.A large grou
p of friends and rela• it
tives of Mrs. Clara Carr met in the cago, to spend Christmas with Mrs.dvisited Mr. and Mrs. A. Simpsong .
basement of the Cayce Methodi,t Johnson's daughters, Mrs. Neilo4 Mrs'and MMMMM elzegfeelegzuzs
oSMmUM.— MtitaSs•-stcs:S.42.."‘•••s.':-....- 0and . . Bes ie Allen Sunday CAM • • -- • -... -4. - - .‘
Church last Friday to help her Kerwin and Mrs. Edna Earl De- attended the open house 
for their*
celebrate her birthday. A nice din- niek and their families. /uncle and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Char.* 
0
ner was served at the noon hour, she Sloan on their go
lden wedding* 0
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Stephensonkt it
after which she opened her many anniversary Sunday afternoon. 
It
and son, Gary, of Louisville were P.
gifts. A Christmas gift exchange Faris Chitwood andMr. and Mrs. ,.S'inday guests of Mrs. Nell John-it 0
was held among the members of NMr. and Mrs. Pearl Fisher of! 0
the Club. Those present were: 
son. NMemphis, and Mr. and Mrs. Paul; it
Mesdames Clara Carr, Elbert Aus- Mr. anck Mrs. Wilmer Cruce, ofz
t Algee and daughter and Jimmy:IR il
tin, Charlie Sloan, Clyde Linder, Lone Oak, visited Mrs. Mary4D0n013n,0f Tiptonville attended theeitdSunay.Mary Cruce, Dood Campbell, Roy Cruce Nopen house Sunday afternoon. i 0
Cruce, Frankie McClellan, Blanche Mr. and Mrs. Joe A. Scearce and l O.Mrs. Pearl Fisher wishes toN
Mences. Virginia Jones, Ray family, of Evaahsville, spent lastN Pthank all the Cayce friends whoa
Adams, A. Simpson, J. T. Work- week end with his mother, Mrs.asuremembered her with cards and k
man, Clint Workman, Edna Atwill, Idayme Scearce. Algifts while she was a patient in the* k
Clem Atwill, W. H. Harrison, Liu- Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Cruce, oflisaptist Hospital in Memphis. 4 P
line Cruce, Irby Hammonds, Lucille Union City, and Howard Cruce and Open l 
P
house was held in the base 
DeMyer, Pauline Owens, Emma mother, of Martin, were Sunday'. ment of the Methodist Church Sun-
it
mamii,„,,,,,,,timirmmorovonugnow u ums,NRo 0
:NifiraParelli5MMAPIPV1/4")1M1 
4day afternoon for Mr. and Mrs..
I!
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Luxurious
stockings by
Flatternit
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Support Sheers—
o fashion fair of
styles. Even a
boxful would be
within your budget.
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Greeting4
—
On this day of celebration we
Join in happy chorus to wish
you and yours "Merry Christmas:"
0,6411 N, •
Ak." . _
tula.2-2 ,
We pause 'mid the holiday
bustle to count our many blessings,
and to express deep appreciation for the patronage
you have given us. To you and yours, our fondest Christmas greetings!
From all your friends at
SWIFT AND COMPANY
Doorways wear garlands of
welcome ... candles beckon
with a hearty glow.
The season of good cheer
arrives, in all its friendly
warmth. May the
joys of Christmas be yours!
Walnut Street
Paul and Ruth Hornbeak
- 
Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
Thursday, December 22, 1966
PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
-Night Before Christmas In Verse And Caution
'Twas the night before Christmas
And over the street
The traffic was heavy;
There was some snow and some sleet.
But drivers were careful
To keep their speed slow,
They practiced safe driving —
Let their courtesy show.
So it happened that on this
Most hallowed night
Everyone arrived safely
And Christmas was bright.
Don't be rash in the Christmas rush,
Don't get caught in, the New Year crush,
Make highway safety really pay
And death won't take your holiday.
The mark of a killer —
The guy full of foam
Who knows he can't walk it,
But tries to drive home.
I'll tell you the tale of Samuel Day,
Who died contesting the right-of-way.
He was right, dead right as he sped along,
But he's just as dead as if he were wrong!
Your chances to remain alive,
Depend a lot on how you drive!
'Tis The Season To Be Jolly. Christmas Is
Time For Fun and Laughter And For Prayer!
"Deck the halls with boughs of
holly; 'tis the season to be jolly."
-
Christmas is for joy and laughter;
Christmas glows with merriment.
Throughout this community, families
are putting the finishing touches on
plans for holiday get-to-gethers. Hide-
aways bulge with mysterious pack-
ages; kitchens are fragrant with the
scents of special treats; homes are
bright with gala decorations. Schools
and clubs finish their annual Christ-
mas programs. Holiday party plans
go forward. It is, indeed, the season
to be jolly,
"Silent Night, Holy Night, all is
calm, all is bright." Christmas is for
prayer and ,peace; Christmas gleams
with the light of the Star that shone
so brightly, nearly two thousand
years ago. And throughout this com-
munity, the deep spiritual signific-
ance of the holy season spreads com-
fort and cheer. In churches, the hours
of worship reflect the coming joy as,
during the weeks before Christmas,
the story of Christ's coming is the sub-
ject of study, sermon, song and pray-
er, all building toward the special ser-
vices of Christmas weekend.
Christmas is a joyful season;
Christmas is a prayerful season.
Since the earliest celebrations of this
Christian holiday, it has ever been so.
The twin spirits of Christmas —
festive celebration and reverent wor-
ship — are woven together in all the
lore of the season. History says that
when the time now celebrated as
Christmas was designated, in the
fifth century A. D., early Christian
leaders felt that the traditional win-
ter merry-making of pagan festivals
such as the Roman Saturnalia might
be hallowed by association with the
Nativity.
Thus, pagan peoples who had
once looked to mythical sun gods as
the source of the rebirth of life began
to turn to religious observances of the
Saviour's birth. Christmas lights —
symbolized faith, hope and life eter-
nal.
Today, the glow of the tiniest
candle—or the twinkling of the small-
est electric bulb — still reflects, how-
ever humbly, the Light that Christ
brought to the world.
If It's A White Christmas
Smile Al Snow Shoveling
Smile the next time you have to
shovel snow.
It may help you live longer.
Emotional frustration_ that erupts
into anger at the prospect of shoveling
can increase your chances of a heart
attack.
yhey point out"that snow shovel-
ing is dangerous in itself if you're
over 40, especially if you have a ten-
dency toward heart problems. A task
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton, Ky. 42041
Second - class postage paid at FUlf011, Ky. 42011.
Successor of various weekly papers In Puiton
Me first of which was founded In 1880.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Bost All Around"
Weekly Papers.
A member of Kentucky Press Association
Address all mall (subscriptions, change of ad-
dress. Forms 1879) to Poet Office Box 301 Pik
ton, Kentucky, 42041.
Subscription Rates: $3.00 per year In Fulton
Hickman, 0  Counties. KY., and Oblon anal
Witakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States p.m) per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tax.
that requires sudden, intense exer-
tion, shoveling may be the most phy-
sically demanding job you tackle all
year. As you shovel, your heart re-
quires more blood to work faster and
harder. If the arteries to your heart
muscle can't supply enough, heart
trouble strikes.
This health danger increases if
you attack that snow drift in anger.
Your excited emotional state libe-
rates adrenalin that forces your heart
to pump even faster. And, your anger
may cause you to shovel too hard, too
fast.
An insurance company suggests
that if you have any doubts about
your health and are middle-aged,
don't shovel under any circumstanc-
es. Get someone else to do it or use a
mechanical snow remover.
If you're healthy and must
shovel, exercise self control. First,
calm down, then pause frequently
while shoveling. Should you tire, fin-
ish the job later. If you develop a
chest pain, call a doctor, then lie
down.
It's better to be late for work
than to risk a heart attack.
Get the drift?
1111WW4411111111
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GOD'S GIFTS
UPON THE CHRISTMAS TREE
I think that we shall always see
God's gifts upon our Christmas Tree;
You cannot touch them with your hand,
Yet they are there at your command.
There's a joy and faith and hope renewed,
There's laughter for a happy mood,
There's gratitude for each new day -
A time to think, a time to pray.
Christ's Spirit there in holy light
Shines clear to make your pathway bright.
These things are yours if you can see
God's gifts upon your Christmas Tree.
— G. C. Gilmore
Our
Christian
Heritage
TWO THINGS WHICH LIE IN
THE FUTURE
We believe that, from His present
position at the Right Hand of Al-
mighty God, the Sovereign Power
and influence of Jesus Christ can
become the decisive spiritual ele-
ment in the pivotal nation of the
world - the United States. To ex-
ercise this power in the Name of
the Son of God is the responsibility
which has been committed into our
hands, and is the reason under the
Hand of the Lord why the Christian
Heritage movement can itself be-
come the decisive element in the
future of the battle for the soul of
America and for the recovery of
our Christian faith as the guiding
force in American decisions.
The first great fact which we
can expect the Lord to deal with in
making His Power felt in our coun-
try is the BRINGING OF JUDG-
MENT. America's guilt before God
is very grievous and very great.
our nation has been the major
factor in recognizing, supporting,
and financing the world Commun-
ist movement since it came into
power in Soviet Russia in 1917.
The blood of Hungary, China and
Cuba lies on our hands. The bur-
den of a faithless and godless re-
ligion is abroad in the land and is
(Continued on Page Nine)
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By Brenda Rowlett
Since Christmas is so near at
hand, just sit back and enjoy a
fine Christmas story and by the
way, gather the children around
and read it to them:
A GIFT FOR SANTA CLAUS
by
Theda Pearson Redden
It was the day before Christmas,
and Micky, Nicky, and Dicky, the
three fat elves, were writing let-
ters to Santa Claus. "How do you
spell 'ball'?" asked Micky.
"Everyone knows that," said
Nicky. "It's b-a-1-1, of course."
Scriteh, scritch, scritch went
three little pencils. Rustle, rustle,
rustle went the letters to Santa
Claus.
"I'm not writing a regular let-
ter," said Dicky, "for there are a
number of words I can't spell. I'm
just making a list of the things I
want Santa to leave in my stock-
"My list is as long as my stock-
ing," said Micky. "Do you suppose
Santa Claus will mind?"
"Of course not," cried Nicky.
"Santa loves to fill stockings for
everyone."
Mickey jumped to his feet excit-
edly.
"Oh, I say!" he cried. "I've just
thought of something. Who fills
Santa's stocking? Who trims
Santa's tree? Who cooks his Christ-
mas dinner?"
"Well," said Micky, as he pinned
his Christmas list to his stocking,
"perhaps Santa Claus has never
had a Christmas .tree. I'm going
right out to the Green Woodlands
and hunt for a Christmas tree. I'll
trim it and leave it here for Santa."
He went to the clothes closet and
began putting on his outdoor things.
"Well," said Dicky, as he pinned
his list to his stocking, "perhaps
Santa Claus never hangs up his
stocking. I'm going to take our red
pocketbook and buy some presents
at the store. I'll put them in a
stocking for him here by ours."
He went to the clothes closet and
put on his very best clothes.
Bang! went the kitchen door, and
Micky began murmuring to him-
self as he stirred up the fire.
"I'll roast the little gray goose
and stuff some celery and bake
some cookies and . . ."
Bang! went the side door, and
Nicky began murmuring to himself
as he went through the Green
Woodlands.
"I'll hunt for the tallest, green-
est, straightest, prettiest fir tree.
I'll trim it with tinsel and candles
and popcorn and . .."
Bang! went the front door, and
Dicky began murmuring to himself
as he entered the Green Wood-
lands'  store.
"I'll buy some books and neck-
ties and shirts and ..."
"Woo-oo-oo!" shrieked the North
Wind as it chased the snowflakes
across the fields.
It was much, much later, and
'way past the little elves' bedtime
when they came again to the big
living room. "Well, well," cried a
deep voice. "I thought you were in
bed and fast asleep."
The elves turned quickly from
the fire, and there at the door was
Santa himself.
The elves didn't know how to ex-
plain to Santa, but Santa promised
not to be cross.
Micky told Santa haw they had
wanted to do these good things for
him and that Micky had given the
dinner to a family who would other-
wise have no !Christmas dinner,
Nicky had left the tree decorated
for the birds to eat the popcorn for
the snow had covered their food,
and Dicky had given the presents
to a family of children who would
have otherwise had no toys.
The elves sat down and began to
cry. "Come! Come!" cried Santa.
"I want to thank you for the dinner
and tree and other gifts." "But we
gave them away! "cried the elves,
wiping their eyes vigorously.
Surely," said Santa, "you've
heard this rhyme:
'To make a gift for Santa Claus
Is plain as one and one;
You make a gift for someone
Who'd otherwise have none.' "
"Do you really mean it?" cried
teh elves. "Certainly, I do," Santa
replied. "Now skip off to bed mid
don't peep to see what I'm putting
in your stockings!"
The three elves squinched their
eyes tight shut and skipped off to
bed.
FROM THE FILES:—
Turning Back The Clock-.•
December 20. 1946
Russell Pitchford, program director, arranged for a
fine musical program for the Fulton Lions Club last Fri-
day. Guest artists included: Jimmy James, piano; Jere
Lowe, bass violin; Jack Browder, trumpet; Billy Mur-
phy, saxophone, and Billy Campbell, drums.
Jimmy James, Billy Murphy and Edith Earle Lan-
caster have been chosen by their classmates at Fulton
High to compete with 'seniors from other high schools
for four-year college scholarships and $50 certificates of
merit offered by the Pepsi-Cola scholarship fund. Win-
ners in the nation-wide contest will be announced April
18.
The old county fair grounds here, purchased by the
City of Fulton from the 43oard of Education last .Tune,
will soon be annexed to the city. The tract contains
34-9/10 acres, including Fairfield baseball park, the race
track, woods and picnic grounds.
J. T. Powell has just been named 1946 Fulton
County corn growing champion for producing a yield of
84.42 bushels of corn per acre in a five-acre plot on his
farm west of Fulton.
Employees of the Dotty Shop of Fulton and Union
City were entertained Tuesday evening, December 17,
at the Strata Club with a dinner party. Mr. and Mrs.
Leon Filler were hosts. Those present from Fulton were:
Mr. and Mrs. Bertes Pigue, Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Shupe,
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Strange, Mrs. Ellen Norman and Miss Jane Shelby.
Mr. and Mrs. H. A. Sisk announce the marriage of
their daughter, Fay Merlyn, to Roy Lee McGinnis, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar McGinnis of Wyandotte, Mich. The
ceremony was performed in Trenton, Mich., December10, by the Justice of the Peace.
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Lawrence of Water Valley an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Stella, to Paul Gholson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Ben Gholson of Fulton.
After extensive repairs were completed on the
Burns Avenue bridge in Missionary Bottom, the bridge
was opened to traffic last week end.
HELLO WORLD: Twin girls born to Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Shelton, a baby girl born to Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Treas, and a baby girl born to Mr. and Mrs. Roy Paige,
all in the Fulton Hospital last Tuesday; also a baby girl
born to Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Clapp in the Fulton Hos-
pital on Monday, December 9.
PILOT OAK: Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive moved into
his father's house last week.
The Homemakers Club met with Mrs. Nova Col-
tharp Thursday, December 12. Twelve members answer-
ed roll call. A delicious dinner was served at noon.
AUSTIN SPRINGS: A siege of cholera morbus
struck this section last week and many were affected by
the malady.
J. W. Bynum suffered strained muscles while trac-
tor plowing the past week. He was unable to use his arm
for several days.
ROUTE THREE, FULTON: ongratulations to
Jack Foster and his best girl, who hied away December
10 and got married. She was Miss Jean Johnson of Cuba.
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Girls Return from Trip to
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CHRISTMAS a
GREETINGS
On this wonderful holiday of Pesos and Joy
we send our heartfelt greetings, and wishes
he year Chdotalas to be mow sad bright.
EDMOND KIIOURIE
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The story of Christmas un-
folds again, bringing glad-
ness and sweet peace to many
hearts. Our wish is that you
and yours be so blessed.
Ellen Watson Mary Caspar
Two girls who are handy with coat and an empire dress with a
a needle have returned from bodice matching the coat, a skirt
their award trips to the National of white crepe with a metallic
4-H Club Congress in Chicago, thread, and green satin accents.
Mary Caspar, state dress revue A freshman at Paducah Jun.
winner, modeled her formal en- ior College, she is studying busi-
semble in the Grand Ballroom ness and plans to continue with
of the Conrad Hilton for the studies in home economics. She
more than 2,000 persons attend- has been president of her 4 H
1ng the congress. Ellen Watson, Club four times.
state home improvement cham- Miss Watson, the 15 year-old
pion, was treated to a tour of daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Gene
the Merchandise Mart. Their Watson of Lynn Grove, has car.
sponsors were Simplicity Pat- ried a home improvement proj.
tern Co. Inc. and The S&H eet each of her live years in 4-H.
Foundation, Inc., respectively. She has re-done her brother's
Miss Caspar, 18, is the (laugh. room, the kitchen, and her own
ter of Dr. and Mrs. F. A. Caspar room twice. The articles she has
of Paducah. In her eight years made or refinished have won
of clothing projects she has 22 blue ribbons at county, dis.
made 134 garments, winning trict and state fairs.
many purple and blue ribbons Each girl has her mother for
in McCracken County, district a 4-H leader and each has given
and state contests, junior leadership herself. They
Her winning costume was were selected for their honors
made up of a floor-length silver by the Cooperative Extension
and green satin brocade evening Service, which directs 4 H work.
special sessions for those interested KiliraigaildsliataCtsCailigslif4tUlaCM:r6.Usra:tk:?1:56=f4C:OL:41:USIttatairifiCiat
Vin folk songs, mountain hymns, sing-a
Ving ;carom, story telling, puppetry.N
folk rituals, or playing the dulcimera
Nor the recorder. Each night there isa
aa party featuring live music, refresh-a
aments and entertainment.
v Ethel Capps. associate professor
Not recreation at Berea College, is di-
erector of the Christmas School. Here
staff is made up of men and womene
e„iriiminent in American folk schools
Nand in the Country Dance Society ofN
N America.
0
A small number of openings re-
main for this year's Christmas
NC.'ountry Dance School. If you're in-
terested, write the School at Bereae
College, Berea, Ky. 40403. There is ae
4$2 registration fee and a small tuili
Con charge. Room and board aree
eavailable-at modest rates. it
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Berea Revives Old Dances; Virginia4
Reel Is 'In' Again; Frug Is 'Out'
1 If the frug still has you befuddled, castrate what they have learned.e
1
 iere's welcome news — the Virginia This year's presentation is schedul-N
--eel is "in" again. ed for 7:30 p.m. Dec. 31 in the BereaN
v. It is, at least, at Berea College, gymnasium. N
l N ut Berea, Ky., where the Christmas The Christmas Country Dance 
7,auntry Dance School swings into School, embarking on its 28th aniNissunics•-;s•taists.tus.tescitss.::•41:r.crt,cs•stur•ittgr.C.,itrilliCtIlidSICIAMS‘54.1.1-S;Cf•ff‘f.if•Cf,grAitSiCS•LiciVt:SinCilgn
nual session this month, is sponsoredesession Dec. 26. From then until Jan. . .
el, folk dance connoisseurs will resur- by Berea College and the Council 
. . ..
of the Southern Mountains in col 
. .•
Cect the reel and other country
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc. .. .
re-dings
On this joyous▪ day, we ask
that the boundless love of
the Christ Child surround
you and your family, always.
tear
• e
11;- II 3001p
,soto
f• Piabt\J
In the spirit of
that Holy Night,
we wish
you joy and
peace.
ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
COMMERCIAL
FIRST FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
v }awes, including some that date operation with the Country Danceg
111 
s
MATITE RICE LEON RICE . 
Oback to the first millennium A, 0, Society of America.
4 T hehe climax comes w n the par- Participants in the program arrive
N ticipants — all over 18, some f at Berea College soon after the! rom
_ pre_ undergraduates leave for Christmas!Fulton Theatre Bldg. . N is far away as Californiai  lsent a free public program to dens- vacation. They bring with them
111011111CSICACACtigghttlintiltaigfiCSICaltSiglitnitSiCS.0 riCSIMMOICen J.-,:m.szscesestessotnis.essegsmagstsuusgsgacsussf „exhaustible energy and enthusiasm,;
Nand simple, colorful costumes that;
ladd to the gaiety of the occasion a
Energy, perhaps, is their M ost!.
important asset. They learn and per;
form traditional Appalachian rounds.
quare dances, Danish folk dances.e
v
and country dances that contain thee
original seeds of English drama. V
Berea's dancers, for example if
study the sword dance, oldest ate
•
English folk dances and distant an-if
Acestor of the English theater. Ita
yells for participants to wield three-a
Afoot sticks, or "sis7ordi." Then, ata
yhe climax, one of the dancers isa 'slain" in a ceremony that relatesa
ato an ancient pagan sacrifice fora
*fertile soil. N
In addition to dancing, there area
.1
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in the New Year
'With an abiding faith in the great promise the New Year
holds, we wish for all men the peace and harmony
that comes from living under the guidance of His love.
For the wonderful year just passed, we say, "Thank You."
Season's Greetings
from the staff
JACKSON FUNERAL HOME
DUKEDOM, TENNESSEE
PHONE 649-5414 and 469-5623
Nova and
Hubert Jackson
461-5414
Awe+, and
Walter VoMpol
472-2443 er 472-1150
G Iva Wei and
W. D. Winstead
44941135
I1
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Santa may be goirg modern, but
our Ciaistmas wishes for
you are st/II old-fashioned:
good cheer, full table,
und warm hnir:h with smiling faces.
T. you and yours we sincerely
crJr greetings.
A. RUDDLF.STON COMPANY
MAIN STREET
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FULTON ELECTRIC SYSTEM
ti OWEN Hat
the best mixer in town
THE GENTLE BOURBON •,:E, YEARS OLD • 90 PROOF • $4.55 PER FIFTH
DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY HEAVEN HILL DISTILLERIES, INC.
BARDSTOWN. NELSON COUNTY. KENTUCKY:..
Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 66 Years
• Large Display •
Well Lighted At Night •
' Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers J. B. MANESS 81. SONS GreenfieldFulton
Phone 472.18c, Phone 2354293Greenfield, Tenn.
13/.60485
This we wish yon—hale and hearty
health, tlanqaility of wind, happiness
St spirit. Have a Merry Chrishaasi
KENTUCKY MOTOR CO.
Merry Christmas Everybody
A
it Parts For All Electric
Shavers Al:
ANDREWS
Jewelry Company
S. P. MOORE & CO.
140 Broadway, South Fulton
Phone 479-1464
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &
Antique
—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
—Jim Martin Paints
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WELCOME HOME! Merry Christmas Everybody Page 6
Friends of Mrs. Ray Hunter will 
The Fulton News, Thursday, Dec. 22, 1966
L,. happy to know that she returned
from 
SUPPORT LOCAL MERCHANTS I I
phis and is convalescing at
the Baptist Hospital in Mem-
her 
FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I 
Merry Christmas Everybody M,rry Christmas Everybody
home on East Drive in Fulton. 
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GIFT OF .HEALTH
In 10 countries where half the
People have never seen a doctor,
CARE
-MEDICO teams and special-
ists are helping 600,000 people a
Iyear, at an average cost of $5 per
person.
It
Save 2.5% of your fuel.
Hay. Inches of Fiber Glass
insulation blown in your attic.
500 Main Bill Taylor
PHONE 4721991
INPANINAKII DONSIDsl
4}Herru Thristnuto
Here's wishing you the long-lasting
happiness of an old-fashioned Yule!
?, Kentucky lIdwe. &Implement Co
Mr. and Mrs. Robert gatte
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Christmas is a special timel The tree is gleam-
ing and glowing with joys and toys ...
and around every tree are gathered loved
ones. May. your tree be the center of
an especially wonderful Christmas.
BRUNDIGE SAUSAGE CO.
FULTON, KY.
Cadillac and Oldsmobile Sales and Service N
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Rejoice! Rejoice! The
Savior of mankind is born
again to all the peoples of the
world. May the kindness, charity
ad good WO of Cluisfamfloo be yowl.
FALL and FALL
—INSURANCE--
Main Street
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Give Your Family, Your Guests And Yourself
A Real Treat During The Holidays! ,
SERVE FORE Mlyc..f0.
Boiled Custard:II'
,
mit QUART UQU
. a .
• a o •
''''uommillas. aux &tut 5INAIL.O0:1. •
AND VANILLIN. AN ADINILCIA IL PIA VOA
ANTAFKIAt COLON ADOlD
—IT'S THE BEST
—And Vs Made By The Company That Introduced
BOIL4,D CUSTARD To The Dairy Industry!
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THIS MARKS OUR TWENTY - SEVENTH YEAR
to wish you another happy holiday season, and to express our appreciation to the good people
of the Ken-Tenn area for their loyalty in using our products. All of our milk is bought from
the farmers of this area: all of our employees live right in this area ...and we strive to bring
you the very BEST dairy products that money can buy. Reach for PURE MILK products at
your grocer's during the holidays.
oyoks,
riAto
A most bountiful
holiday le our wish for you;
cherished friendships
happy laughter of happy children,
and the goad will of an moo.
Have Um merriest of all ChristmasssI
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CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED TO BUY: Yellow corn.
Paying $1.55 bushel for Number
two yellow corn delivered to our
store. Southern States Fulton Co-
Operative, 201 Central Avenue,
South Fulton.
FOR SALE: Boston Terrier bull-
dog puppies, male and female.
AKC registered. Freeman Bone,
Igham, Ky., at intersection high-
ways 107 and 58. Phone 653-6355.
rv ANTENNAS: We Install —
frade-repair and move. Get our
RI-ices, We service all makes TV.
Pbone 472-3643. Roper Television.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma•
thine and electric floor polisher
and electric vacuum cleaner. Hi-
- change Furniture Co.
WE RENT - - -
Hospital bets
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers
WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 472-1501 Fulton, Ky,
DEATHS
Dick Johnson
Funeral services were held for
Dick Johnson Wednesday, Decent:
ber 21, in the Cuba Baptist Church,
with Rev. Charles Nelson officiat-
ing. Burial, in charge of Jackson
Funeral Home of Dukedom, was in
the Cuba Cemetery.
Mr. Johnson, 84, died Sunday
night, December 18, at the home
of his daughter, Mrs. Clifton Webb,
near Cuba.
Re was born in Weakley County,
the son of the late Dock and
Joanna Waters Johnson, and was a
retired farmer.
Surviving pre four daughters,
Mrs. Clifton Webb and Mrs. Clint
Miclyett of Route 2, Wing°, Mrs.
iegfbay Williams of Arnold, Mo.,
Mrs. Arthur Huerth of Lake Zurich,
Ill.; one son, A. D. Johnson of
Cuba; sixteen grandchildren, six-
teen great grandchildren and one
great-great grandchild.
HOSPITAL NM
The followbg were patients in
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday,
December 21:
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
John Guill, N. B. Forrest, Ful-
ton; William Duncan, Mrs. Bern-
ard Pickering, Mrs. Robert Gattis
and baby, South Fulton; Linda
Pierce, Mrs. Robert McClure, Win-
go; James Pewitt, Mayfield; Mrs.
Bessie Floyd, Route 1, Clinton;
Mrs. Jimmy Britt, Water Valley.
FULTON HOSPITAL
Mrs. Eula Gordon, Miss Barbara
Smith, John Piatt, Mrs. Bert New-
house, Mrs. Joe Hall, Mrs. Mary
Sensing, Mrs. Harvey Pewitt, Mrs.
.5. W. Elledge, Fulton; Harry
Shupe, South Fulton; George Gun-
ter, Mrs. Margaret Cheatham, Sol
Hancock, Mrs. Nettie Bennett,
Route 1, Fulton; Ronnie Cruse,
Mrs. Bud Matheny, Route 2, Ful-
ton; Loney Anderson, Bud Warren,
Herbert C. Taylor, Otis Canter,
Patti McAlister, Route 3, Fulton;
Mrs. 11;•'..,:rt Harrison, Don Collier,
Route 4, Fulton; Mrs. Josephine
Johnson, Route 5, Fulton; Mrs.
Richard Carver, Clinton; Mrs. Bu-
ford Walker, Route 2, Clinton; Dale
Edward Boyd, Patti Carter, Win-
go; 'Mrs. Ron Mays and baby,
Route 1, Wingo; Mrs. W. D. Win-
stead, Dukedom; David Hawks,
Dresden; Mrs. William McClain,
Martin; Mrs. C. W. Pitts, Mrs.
Martha Ray and Kathy Ray, Dyers-
burg.
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TV
SERVICE
REPAIRS
Ar-tennas Installed
ROPER
TELEVISION
306 Main Phone 472-3643
CHRIS-rmAY-ii===t Ope Thurs. &
iii Dec. 22 & 24 Until 9:00 P.M. Sat. Dec. 24 Until 6:00 P. M.
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY, DEC. 2.611-4
Chd2tmas
Sezsons
GIeetngs
," •„ /Nt a •
10 A
2 ) 
Ist
COPYRIGHIS 4TH GREAT ATL
"Super-Right" Meats!
U.S,D.A. INSPECTED FROZEN GRADE k
TURKEYS
6 TO 9 LB. 10_TO 15 LB. 16 TO 22 LB._
LB. 474 LB. 43c LB. 374
DOUBLE YOUR MONEY BACK
IF YOU ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED WITH YOUR
SUPER RIGHT GRADE A TURKEY-SIMPLY COME IN AND TELL US
(AND BRING THE LABEL OR CASH REGISTER TAPE OF COURSE)
SUPER RIGHT FULLY COOKED
Semi-Boneless
HAMS
WHOLE OR HALF
(NO CENTER 79,
REMOVED)
SLICES
LB.
SUPER RIGHT
FULLY MATURED BEEF
Chuck
ROAST
CENTER
BanDE 39
ARM OR
ENGLISH CUT LB. 55t
VA. FARM BRANDCountry Hams WH°LE " HALF 10 TO 18 LB. LB.85t
Canned Hams SOU TH4 ELRBN cSTAAIIR CAN $619
Whole Fryers _PrIcats In This Ad Effective Thru Saturday, Dec. 24th lb. 2k
Shrim PEELED AND DEVEINEDp MEDIUM 1i LB. BAG $2.69 3 BLA% S519
TEA CO .INC. Yelveeta 2LOAFChed"O'Bit 1-OA.F 79t)
SAVE ON DELICIOUS CHEESE SPREADS
KRAFT SAVE 210
LB. 9ati AMERICAN OR PIM 2LB
- 
Christmas!G hriftier L
Pepr, Halreef‘e.li: 5 ,t
Cranberry Souce: 4
A&P Mincemeat 2 490
ANSB. 77c
C CI
5
OtOlatelA•Sof TED 
BOXLB. 2.99;. .
,t
•POYAL„LUSTERS
Mix  CANDY 
4,,ozl1..-4.6 490
'nib Mints ANN PAGE 12.0Z.
:HOC. COVERED BC%  390
ED. PECANS OR 14-B.Fancy Nuts  4:•:(G. WALNUTSLI1.I .09 BAG 57
Corn  CSOUNEANAVHOLE KERNEL B. ANN PA 11-0Z G2 2904 1650 Cream Drops CHOCOLATE BOX
ALL VAR EXCEPT _
Cake Mixes .ANGEL FOOD  3 .13:;°,'Es 790 Marshmallows' 74°ITUP:ED 10
Sweet Potatoesi:z2 5FA-7.,:r 550 Pumpkin ASP  2 IC-LB.
2 /30FVREuRI
PARKER
JANE FRUIT CAKES , NUTS
1Yr LB. CAKE 3-LB. CAKE 5-LB. CAKE
$1 4 $ 2 95 5399
Pies 
Rolls
Stuffing Bread
MINCE
EA.690
PUMPKIN
SAVEI EA' 49c
SAVE 4* PKG OF 'I225t
BROWN N SERVE TWIN
1 LB.LOAF 2qt
Gift Seggestions For Late Shoppers
DORMEYER PORTABLE
Hand Mixers. ELECTRIC  EA.$7.48
SAMSONITE 2.SPEED ELECTRIC* r on
Hair D ers CARRY ING CASE $2.00 EA.40.00
hDORMEYER ELECTRICTooth Brus CORDLESS 
NORTHERN ELECTRIC 
EA $9.88
DOUBLE BED Blankets EA $9.88
Wall Clock  EDLEECCOTRRA!ICED   EA S9.95
Percolator CUP WEST BEND 
ELECTRIC
VLIIJITSYNDDSDAVIL310n:E  
EA $5.88
2 INPABIORX 99tHosiery
A&P Gift Certificates $5 AND $10
Bol d DETERGENT 3-LB. 1-0Z. 71111BOX it r. Clean -CPTE.Ilfj-EOZ. CAN • 1
Bonus DETERGENT 1:F: 34t Safeguard
1
-LB.
BS2AORAESP2r9  BBAATRHS 39c
aseHEAVY DUTY m an
Reynolds wrapa.55t Paramount  SWEETElH 154Z .33
Stardust BLEACH 27-0Z.BOX  77tDel MonteP ASfE'M 13-0ZCAN.44C
Tide 3-L 1 .0)(1-0Z. 77C 142- - IBOX a 1-PT.d 12-0Z 6.01 56cneivory ui 33° WT.Liq
Cascade DISHWASHERDETERGENT 41g. 39 t 0 xydol BOX BOX31'°7:  81 C 1:1-`014C
Pillsbury Or Hudson
Ballard Biscuits Napkins
4 • t-Alti 20022a, 'PKG. OF 09tOF 10
Hudson (2 Ply)
Facial Tiasues
40Prit2GOS.089
CRISP CALIF. PASCAL
Celery
'Holiday-Quality Produce!
5CALIF. NAVEL (88 SIZE) ,
Oranges 10i" 
9 
c
(36 SIZE) 194
STLK.
JUICY FLORIDA r
Oranges 3 LB. 39CBAG
FRESH
Cranberries LB 254
FRESH MEXICAN 2-PTS 894
Strawberries
PLAY BILLFOLD BINGO
YOU CAN WIN UP TO $1,000
NO PURCHASE REQUIRED TO PLAY
EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WIN
,,,,,,,,:,...".,:.:0.,;,:?:,
ItitrOtAt'
.• . v ...., 'a
. , ,_ . ..
,.., ,..'•
'. 81L! OLD
..
C>. -131NG6
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400
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4,1 *to
' GAME
• 1-24 .. 14-48la.,*; , 
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Vanity Fair
Dinner Napkins
PKG. OF 47c I 3
75
Crisco
Shortening
CLABN. 894
White House
Evaporated Milk
6 141/2 oz. Cans
97c
fr
Our wish is that you waken to a Christmas
frit of the best the season offers .
Cie joy of luring friends, the peace of plenty.
Hare Ow Merriest Christmas of alit
Warren Jewelry Store
-Lake Street, Fulion, Ky.
We wish you joy ... in laughter and good
cheer. .joy in gifts and glad surprises
joy in friends and family . . joy at
Christmas, with all its deep meaning.
May the true old-fashioned joys of the
0000011 001110 10 you ... and linger long.
1 
Mrs. Bertha Workman has un-
ihe is the mother of Mrs. Hubert 
Christmas pro,,ram will be held at
New Salem Church, acc6rding to
announcement by the pastor, Rev.
of gifts, as in former years.
Rogers. There will be an exchange
dergone surgery In the Fuller Gil-
liam Hospital at Mayfield and is
-ecovering nicely, according to re-
• ports by her relatives around here.
We hope she will continue to pro-
tress and be home in a few days.
Puckett and a sister of Clarence Chreseraaa seals are as much a
Berryman of District No. 1. traditi in in most American homes as
a arrietnalis tree. Support the an-,,,,,
Wess Jones isn't feeling so well nual Christmas seal campaign to rtnstmasiat this writing. Let's all send "get help stern" out tuberculosie andwell" wishes to this fine citizen. other respiratory diseases.
1 The young son of Mr. and Mrs.Dan McClain is a patient in a 1""csisgall'.." "'Igsgim""34"1"Igsgrzsi""""""1"1"1"16:-. N, Vashville hospital, undergoing
;treatment for injuries sustained in
• 'I in auto-train wreck two weeks
I
•
ago. He suffered one broken leg,
the other hip dislocated, facial cuts 
wand lacerations, and requires plas-
tic surgery. He will be there for
filled with every good thing you wish for.., another two weeks. Everyone
wishes the seven-year-old lad a
we'd like to add a note of thanks for the I/ iuick recovery.
nice gift you gave our store — a fine customer! A Rev. Russell Rogers filled his
ROPER TELEVISION 
;regular appointment at New Salem
;Baptist Church the past Sunday at
All a. m. Sunday School meets at
en o'clock. The evening service is
Phone 472-3643 306 Main devoted to gospel singing on each
..c... . . . . ,... RIM IOW second Sunday night, with all de-
partments of the Sunday School
and the BTU organization taking
part.
1 Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiterwere Sunday dinner guests of chil-
t
dren, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassi-
ter in Martin.
• Ausnr;
BT Oozes trellio 
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tin around. 
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SPRINGS 
On next Sunday nizht the annual
Joyous
Shris tma s illreetIngs
Mrs. Elva Rhodes is on the sick
list, requiring some medication.
We hope she is feeling better real
Huse McGuire is feeling much
Itietter the past week, according to
;latest reports. He is one of the best
• 
*loved citizens and has impaired
lt...yesight, which handicaps his get-
itAtatimisseawsicusgouscausicsicourcgicsr •.7
Santa's peek holds a
special menage from us
to you — good wishes
". for a wonderful holiday!
Merry Christmas!
iday season dwell in the hearts of all.
To our customers and friends, our greet-
ings, good wishes and grateful thanks.
. Sg Sti 111111111111110KINM ac:14e.g. , MMMMMMMMMM S4 %CU Si Si
69 Years
That We Appreciate Your Patronage And That We Wish For You And Yours
A MERRY CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR
City National Bank
Sgsleo
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Mt. Carmel Women's i
Sc;c:ely Has Meeting I1
Christian Heritage—
(Contirtuod From Page Four)
a reproach to the True and Living
God. We need to remember that in
the Bible the only cities which
were ever judged and condemned
of Almighty God were the rich,
wealthy cities laden with luxury
and shot through with false re-
ligion.
If there is any civilization on the
face of the earth which is ripe for
judgment, it is right here in the
United States. Washington today
more nearly resembles the whore
of Babylon described in Revela-
tion 17 than any city in the world,
and for there to be any refief or
hope for the peoples of the earth,
the evil powers which now encom-
pass our nation must be broken.
116 NEWFOUNDLAND
Citizens of Newfoundland show
their Christian ethics with the
Christmas custom known as "Fish-
ing for the Church." On this day
'huge quantities of fish are caught
and brought by the parishioners of
a village to the church, where they
are sold. Proceeds of the sale go
toward buying firewood for the
curate.
The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Mt. Carmel Baptist Church
met in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Roy Nethery on Thursday, Decem-*
tier IS, for the regular meeting.*
Seven members and four visitors*
were present.
Chriilmas decorations through-
out the house added a festive air.*
A turkey dinner was served by thea
hostess at the noon hour, after*
which gifts were exchanged. V
The meeting was called to orderl
by the president, Mrs. Charles*
Bennett. The opening prayer was*
by Mrs. John Shepherd, and the*
call to prayer and devotional,*
-,Day by Day" from the sixtha
chapter of Isaiah, was given by
Mrs. Bernett. Mrs. Luby Housed
govt. a Christmas prayer and Mrs.V
Hiram Brown reOd a recipe for at
"Happines F011owing a gen-
eral discussion by members, "Ara!
You Ready For Christmas?" Thee
meeting was dismissed.
The publicity chairman informed
the News that "this was a meetinga
of delicious food, wonderful fellow-a
Merry Christmas Everybody shin and enjoyment."
ICSYSICSICS.CACI4C-1411;S.:::.:141.3.CAsZtAMMUMCOMSILlintdilliCtUSICWSKI.::.::
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AWith fond hopes that all
your holiday dreams come true, we
send you our best wishes for a Merry Christmas.
Reed Bros. Feed & Seed Co.
— Seldon & Joe Reed — It
Asumuuacussissuiraussammmummammarftm MMMMMMMM
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We join these carolers in wishing you
a very Merry Christmas and the
happiest of holidays. To this we add a
special thank you to all our loyal
austomers for their faithful patronage.
PEPSI-COLA BOTILUNG CO.
OF FULTON
Worship at the Church of your Choice
//(//////////7
/(iyz tar
CHRISTMAS tree ornaments are made to
resemble snow, unusual patterns of ice,
and frost; however, the most beautiful or-
nament and symbol is the star for the top
of the tree. This is to remind us of that
wonderful day when the child Jesus was
born in a manger and the star shown the
way ,,,"for we have seen his star in the
east, and are come to worship him." Let
the star on the tree remind you to attend
church and worship him too.
The Church is God's appointed agency in this world
for spreading the knowledge of His love for man and
of His demand for man to respond to that love by
loving his neighbor. Without this grounding in the
love of God, no government or society or way of life
will long persevere anti the freedoms which we hold
so dear will inevitably perish. Therefore, even from
a selfish point of view, one should support the Church
for the sake of the welfare of himself and his family.
Beyond that, however, every person should uphold
and participate in the Church because it tells the truth
about man's Me, death and destiny; the truth which
alone will set him free to live as a child of God.
01"
This Feature Is Published With The Hope That More People Will Go To Church.
l! Is Sponsored By Firms Interested It This Community.
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY
Jobbers of Shell Products
Fulton, Ky, Phone 472-3311
CITY DRUG COMPANY
Your Proscription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky. Phone 472-1303
Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.
S.. us for all your Insurance needs
231 Main St, Phone 472-1341
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or at your door
Fulton Phone 472-3951
E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Hickman, Ky. Union City, Tem.
South Fulton, Tenn.
Parkway Manor Nursing Home
SW Kentucky's newest and most modern
Nursing home. For reservation call 472-3386
Sr write 309 North Parkway, Fulton.
THE CITIZENS BANK
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky, Phone 236-2655
MARINE OIL COMPANY
West State Line Fulton, Ky.
Phone 472-9086
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
Farmer's Liability Coverage
208 Main St., Fulton Office Phone 472-135,
Hickman - Fulton Co's. R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Blecirkally"
Hickman, Ky.
Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co.. L.
Kentucky Ave , Fulton Phone 472-14).
Henry I. Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Fulton
Hornbeak Funeral Home,
Oxygen-equipped ambulance
302 Carr St. Dial 472-1412
Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist
Cut flowers Green florist supplies'
Dial 479-1371
EVANS DRUG COMPANY
"The Revell Store"
Lain, Street Dial 472-2421
Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
,ntiques Souvenirs Excellent Food
Private dining for 250
Hemphill Cities Service Station
Tires, Batteries, minor repairs
Broadway St. Phone 471-9073
ABM
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By Mrs. Carer Fria& 4
V
Rev. Russell Rogers filled his 
appointment at New Salem Baptist!!
.7hurch the past Sunday at 11 a. m."
Ile Christmas program was pre-1
tented at the evening worship, with*
he exchange of gifts. On next Sun-1
lay there will be worship service atm!
'1 a. m., but the evening service;
las beea called off, according tort
innouncement by Pastor Rogers.
very one is invited to this Christ-It
nas worship. If
Tom Stephenson has recentlyg
aurchased a new car. V
Bobby Rickman and Dayle*
lerry, students at the Universityl
tf Tennessee at Martin, left Fri-y,
lay for St. Louis to be liaise;
tuests of Mr. and Mrs. Bell Farm-;
qt. They will return home todayi
Monday ). g
Randall McClain is recovering
'mm injuries sustained in a allUP 1
tollision several days ago. He isl
ip and around .at his home in this
listrict No. 1. I
Mrs. Ola Maupins, of Phoenix*
'V1riz., is here on a visit with her,.
and all as.ister, Mrs. Maud Vincent, i
ser other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Berry-
man held open house at their home
sear here the past Sunday after-
loon from 1:30 to 5,-in observanceg
if their Golden Wedding. A largeg •
:lumber of relatives - and friendsV
.tathered for the celebration. Thet
3errymans have three children,ii
W. C., Cavita and Grandersong
Berryman, who were present. They!!
were recipients of many lovely,'"
rifts. Congratulations are in order.g
Refreshments were served to all5
.tuests throughout the afternoon. I
Grant Bynum and daughter, Mar-v
.trett, were dinner guests of Mr.;
and Mrs. Sam Mathis the pasti
iunday, as were Mr. and Mrs. Iv
N. Bynum, Gloria Ann and Hall!
and T. T. Harris. 'Tis the first visitv
since the illness and surgery ofd
dr. Bynum. it
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Lasstier andg
son, Richard Allen, and Mr. andt
Mrs. David Lassiter and children,g,
Nettie and David Keith of Akron,!!
jhio, will arrive this week end fore
s holiday visit with parents, Mr.!
and Mrs. Buton Lassiter here, Mr.!
and Mrs. Mancel Wright and MO'
and Mrs. James Carroll on Dresden* 11
Route. X
New Salem Baptist Church wasg
the setting for the impressive and
beautiful wedding the past Satur-
day night of Miss Debra Canter
and Mr. Sam Winstead, uniting
two of our nine and beloved young
people. Rev. Russell Rogers of-g -
ficiated, in the presence of their1
families and friends. The churchl
was decorated in arrangements of
white gladiola forming a nice back-
ground for the ceremony. Every •
good wish is bestowed upon the
.couple for w long life of wedded
bliss.
Wess Jones is feeling some bet
ter at this writing, but is indispos-
ed. Get Well wishes are sent by al!
friends around about this .section
All over this territory you wil
find we do have the Christmas 
Spirit, with homes all decorate/
and also a friendly atmosphere
Most every family will have guests
throughout the holidays. Children
from afar will be here with par-
ents and relatives and all Dug
Christmas goodies that are being,
prepared. V
I wish the- News staff, corres-1
pondents and readers everywhere
a very Merry Christmas and a
liappy lit w Year. 
I
Better Quail,
Rabbit Hunting Our best wishes to everyone for a Joyful Holiday
Season's Forecast!,
Cautious optimism is the guide-
brimming with good fellowship and glowing with gladness.
line for Kentucky's quail and rab-
bit hunters as the opening date, Aind "Thank You.," for your loyalty and trust..
November 17, approached. Farm-
ers, hunters, mail carriers, biolog-
ists and field men of the Depart-
ment of Fish and Wildlife Resour-
ces are timidly predicting better_
quail and rabbit hunting. for this(
ieason than was available lastg,
year, They believe the populations"
of both species are up. If the wea
tinues through January 31, an ex-
tension of 15 days over previous!
two specieopens on the third
Thursday in November and con-1
As ustal the season for theseg HENRY 1. SIEGEL
l
therrnan cooperates they prlidiet
Kentucky nimrods are in for seme
*
g
ifgood hunting.
V
seasons. This longer period is ex-!
Pected to allow the weatherman"
In possession after two or morel
days in the field.
from last year. The rabbit hunter1
in possession after two or more*
able to take 10 per day or have 20111
may bag eight per day or have 161"
lays and the quail hunter will be
The bag limits are unehanged!
1 
COMPANY
more leeway in furnishing favor-
able rabbit and quail hunting con
ditions. V
71.11111111ammonsimmintionoviassamminuommwomwwwwmarimmusimoveksamotamorsarararamakalirl
d Joint state and federal medical
LI care has grown so much since 1961
that - I believe it is entirely possible
" that by 1975 help will be available
for ail Kentuckains who are medi-
eally needy.
Presently, as many of you know,
we are restricted to medically
needy persons who are either en-
titled to public assistance or are
it closely related to one of its cate-
gories—old age, disability, blind-
ness or family deprivation.
A comparison of total expendi-
tures for the calendar year 1985
!with the present and the next cal-
endar year will give an idea of ex-
gelttiltaKit, %Az: ' --t•-e.latitszir.14.1.40gUrtagrrif:gaer,eitalttezegimeg" pension to be undergone in the fu-
Good Tidi
Fulton News Thursday. December 22, 1966.1
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our Christmas wish . . .
good WM
to all men,
peace,
and the
happiness
01 ilbing.
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•••• . ne.dy Kentuckians received medi-
• 
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. ••••• In 1965, an estimated 1.27,000
•
st
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this, 76.5 per cent was federal
funds and 23.5 per cent was state
ainds.
The total for medical care this
calendar year is expected to reach
$35 million and expenditures for
the same pure in calendar 1967
are estimated at $42 million. What
Kentucky receives in federal funds
is based upon Kentucky's appropri-
ations.
Kentucky today is offering Phy
-
• sician, dental, hospital, pharmaceu-
.tical and nursing home services.
oland is adding borne health services
K.and care for the elderly in mental
pant tuberculosis hospitals.
.1 The scope of care was increased
ft.by Kentucky with its adoption a
ogthe new medical assistance pro
1gram and a decision to add $3 a
see what best can be done for all
those qualited for assistance to
the neady.
Since the day I took office, I
have made a strenuous effort to
increase the number of vocational
schools to provide job training for
more people. The need for this type
of training was dramatically tern- FHA Sponsors
onstrated at Hazard on Nov. 21.
Ironic as it may seem, the new Christmas Tree
$509,000 vocational and technical
school expansion I was there to The yearly Christmas tree on the"s
dedicate that day is already over- stage of the study hall decorated;
crowded. However, I had the great with glitter and balls is put up eachi
pleasure of announcing that the year for the enjoyment of the stu-t
state 'will add another $400,000 ex- dents. This tree adds Christmas ex-*
pansion there to provide for an ad- citement to every member of the*
ditional 300 students.
The just-dedicated expansion, 
scmhooel, FHA
members are responj
with its nine shops and three class- sible for it and each year thes
rooms was built to accommodate sophomores decorate the tree. Ali
some 218 daytime students with students are asked to brings
courses in 12 occupations. Already, canned goods which are then do-i
some 700 students receive training nated to the civic club for
there with the school operative day mas baskets to the less fortunate.
and night.
eral funds for construction of neWaltatiliCOMMOMaMtrAMCSUSIMAMSKSIMSer43ZSCUMOVSK:USIC AM
extension vocational schools in
Greenup, Carter and Clinton coun-A
ties, each to cost some $350,000.*
These extension schools and the*
Hazard expansion are tentatively*
scheduled for completion by Sep 
•
-
tember 1967.
We intend, during the next two/
years, to construct 24 new voca-*
bowl' schools, expand eight existingR
ones, and relocate five others in ait
$20 million building program. A
By the end of the 1967-68 fiscal*
year, we anticipate a total enrolt*
merit of 60,000 students—triple the*
present enrollment in Kentucky'sR
vocational education program.
Last year 2.50 canned goods were,
possible by the 1965 state bond food was used well and wisely be
new expansion was made collected under the tree. All of this!
issue and federal funds. The same cause the givers knew that otherss
goes for the expansion now plan- would need food for a merry/
ned, with approval pending of Christmas. Every FHA member is*
6320.000 in federal fords. The state hopeful that more will be collected.*
sstl nut up $80,000 froni the bond
issue.
FULTON IS A GOOD TOWN I I I.
Also pending is appraval of fed-
:311if.(0110101LACSiditillte4::: Use: *Canal Irit IMAM{ eV SIM mmmmm Slag it
amonth to state public assistance&
a
*checks to pay for Social Security*
7 *supplementary medical insurance.A
A AIt I think it is entirely to the credit* We the 800110n
*of the medical, dental and related* of icy and ,--77:—
!professions that their leaders are* good will / 11working closely with pertinent when fMayfield Highway — Fulton OState departments and agencies to
_ 
..,...,.;r4rdAMA[SIMik..r.r.T.:4.M.:04i.U. .543.C.I.LEKSiMfacslit. 0
p gatheriend lc\
It's Christmas.. . families gather 'round the
tree ...friends exchange greetings and we
extend our thanks and best wishes to alt
together for
happy times. /
Ot May your
Christmas Holiday
a be filled with
It many such moments.
CANNO
Broadwa
A
A
A
A
..°11C roC
)2
A
A
:.comoLogs.cul...e.:,....04szAcr.mr.cumergAincusgmegs..s.gue.c.1.:edusia
May you enjoy the fulfillment of
all your hopes and prayers, bring-
ing you peace and contentment
this Christmas season and always.
Ar'ie Olds elma Guthrie
Gaylon Rushing, ownerFULTON WHOLESALE FLORIST
Union City Highway HAPPY DAY CLEANERS 00
West Stale Un., Fulton
MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM
Whiteway Service Station
— Broadway Street —
Alay the
spirit of His
birth warm
„your hearts
ss with
joyous love.
MAIN STREET FULTON
The same warm greetings the Bennetts have
been giving you for more than a half century.
On that first Christmas, a special Star
shone bright over the Mother and Child.
May the Christmas star of peace, by and
happiness shine bright over you and yours
for Christmas and all through the year.
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MISS ROSE—
(Continued from Page One)
and her mother, Mrs. Arthur Rose.
Miss Rose was lovely in a sleeve-
less black wool dress, and ber gift
corsage was of white carnations
with gold ribbon.
Assisting with the serving were
the co-hostesses: Mrs. Leon Bard,
Mrs. Clifton Williams, Mrs. Nathan
Gossum, Mrs. Claude Owens and
Mrs. Roy Latta.
with lace inserts, over green, and
.:entered with a large arrangement
of white poinsettias with gold rib-
bons. Flanking the arrangement
were crystal candelabras with
burning green tapers.
The home was bey-tiful through
out, with arrangements of fall
flowers. The gifts were beautifully
displayed.
Mrs. 113) Latta presided at the
register.
Approximately seventy -five
The refreshment table was over- guests called between the hours of
laid with an imported linen cloth two and five o'clock.
A:ACOLUALACNA2,,,
Merry Chrlstm•s Everybody V
V
WhiInel Funeral Home
offers
1). Prompt, courteous ambu-
lance service with 2 staff mem.
bers on duty at all times.
2). Credit on Tennessee Burial
policies.
Telephono 472-2332
It's Christmas! and we're glad
for the chance to
sound off with warmest thanks to all
our loyal customers, with
an added "note"
to have the merriest and best
Christmas evenl
Ai A: to: A; Ai. ea: A: Ai AC .AL AL AC A
•
BALDRIDGE'S
5- 10 - 25c STORE
Of all the
great Bourbons,
which is No.1
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon?
Yellowstone.
Try it. -PROOF
Se5oT I VPT
AM At Al AC 711AMALINAMIVAAIMPASHIKIKANACIAKAAIKIIKAARILAMPOUSAIV
It
Kentucky Strelgle Bourbon. 90 Proof A 100 Proof 6 years old. 14 . Bottled-In-Bond. 'iillowstone Distillery Co , Louisville. Kentucky. IK
•  it
'11 it
0 You'll Se. y this'Vs thsliciisOli ' it
4
- a
4 BARBECUED MSS% • .4
4 FROM THE KEG RESTAVIWITI.it
4
;1
— SEE —
Fulton Insurance Agency
10111 1201211,
• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 208 MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
.4{
At the
season of holly and
mistletoe, it is our
special pleasure to wish you
a Merry Christmas and to express our
thanks for your patronage throughout the year.
BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
"Your John Deere Dealer"
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BUCK'S LIQUOR STORE
Bud Underwood—. Hayden Vincent — Joe McAlister
Jim and Al Bushart
SW111
GREETING:
We hope every Christmas moment is aglow with a happiness
iihich will last throughout the year which lies ahead.
EVANS DRUG STORE
"THE REXALL STORE"
Lake Street FULTON
MELROSE AND OVEN CLEANER
• (All of these manufactured in our own home town!)
MELROSE CHEMICALS
South Fulto n. Tennessee
If
If
If
V
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
If
it Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year. and we hope that during the New Year you will try Two of
our latest products
MELROSE INSTANT WALL AND WOODWORK CLEANER
NEW SKY BLUE MELROSE SHAMPOO
•
•
gem.
IIMAA11170 WA AP Ai 7OVAANAHOTIONANAPAINA0 ION/AMPOTAAINM70 /1•711110 IWAAINAMPA PAAAMATAIMAI MAN MU IMAHMAAVAAHOPOPAIMIRAPAPAPAMMIUMAMIA1111110
anta Claus is here! His pack is
brimming with gifts of joy and laughter. . . gifts of happy hours
. . . gifts of friendship and good will. We would like to add our
warmest thanks to you, our valued customers, for
your kind patronage. From jolly old St. Nick and us, Merry Christmas.
Used Cars
1966 CHEVROLET Impala 2-dr
hardtop V11; straight shift,
red inside and out. Wa sold
it new; Ky tags, one own.
Cr. This is a real good
car, and like new.
1966 CHEVELLE SS 396, black
in and out, bucket seats,
console„ 4 speed, positrac-
Sion axle, around 10,000
miles. We sold it new.
Ora owner, Ky. tags.
1161 CHEVY II Nova 2-dr hard-
top; 6 cyl, straight shift,
radio, white tires wheel
covers, tinted windshield;
white outside, red trim in-
side; one owner; we sold
it new; Ky. license.
1966 Chevrolet Chevelle 4-dr.
hardtop, V-11, powerglide,
white with red Inside, low
mileage, South Fulton car,
we sold it new, traded In
for one with air.
1966 Fa:dant 2-dr hardtop 2119
V8, column shift, all new
tires, one owner, low mile-
age; green inside & out;
Ky. car; traded in on new
'67 Chevrolet
1965 CHEVROLET pickup,
short wide bed, 6 cyl,
stiaight shift, blue; Ky.
lags; new truck trade-in.
1965 Corvair Monza Cony. 4.
speed, red and rod Inside;
new car trade-in
1965 Chew Pickup; long wide
bed; Blue, 6
-cylinder;
radio, Ky. truck; new
truck trade-in
1965 Mustang 2-dr. Coupe, Red
outside, Tenn. Title, One
owner, traded in on 67
Model Chevelle, V8 Auto-
matic
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 2-dr.
hardtop, red inside and
out, 327 cu. in. 4-spd.
transmission, Tenn. car,
sold new in Fulton.
1964 CHEVROLET Impala 2.dr
hardtop V8, Pg, radio;
white, red inside, Ky. car;
we sold it new. Traded in
on '67 Cetivrolet
1964 Chevrolet Impala 2-dr.
hardtop; red with black
Inside. V8, powerglide,
power steering, power
brakes, air-conditioning;
We sold if new; traded in
on new '67 Chevrolet. One.
Ky: car
1964 Chev Biscayne 4-dr;4.-eyi,t
straight; Beige, Ky. Car,:
1 owner 
.
1964 FORD 2-door fatback V11;.
straight shift, black vinyl:
tcp, bright red outside,'
red inside; Ky. tags. i
1944 Ford Galaxy SOO, local car„
douallt power with air con-,
ditioning, low mileage,:
solid white Ky. license .
1963 CHEVROLET Impala 4-dr:
hardtop; power steering:
ard brakes, air condition-;
ed; local car from South
Fulton. Blue and white
Tenn. title; one owner. I
1963 CHEVROLET pickup; "
long wide bed, 6-cyl,'
straight drive; Ky. tags, a
local truck. White color,'
pickup,
1963 
on new ClevroItl9,,
CHEVROLET Impala 24
dr. hardtop V8; straig!it:
shift, red outside; LI -.11
inside; Ky. tags; Traded:
in on '1,7 Chevrolet. 1
1963 PONTIAC Bonneville 4-dr;
hardtop; Tennessee car,!
sold new in Fulton;
Ps, Pb, air; trade in on'
new Buick.
1963 FAIRLANE 2-dr. hardtop
289 VS; straight shift; lo-
cal car, Ky. tag.
1963 Corvair Monza 2-dr 4.
speed; Gold color, bucket
seats; new car trade-in
1963 International Scout pickup
4
-wheel drive; Ky.
1963 Pontiac Cony, with power
new car trade-in
1963 Chew Imp 4-dr, V-1, Po,
air, Ps.; Extra Sharp, Ky.
car; now car trade-in
1962 Chev Belair 4-dr. 6 cyl,
straight; white, red trim,
new car trade-in
1962 Buick cony. Ps and auto-
matic; Beige, big car; now
car trade-in
1962 Impala Chevrolet 4-dr, Pg.
Green; local Ky. car, new
car trade-in
11161 CHEVROLET [Walt* 4-dr.
sedan; 6 cyl, straight
shift; white, blue inside; ,
radio, Ky. tags.
1961 Corvair van, white, new
truck trade-in
1141 Olds power and air, Gray,
New ear trade-in
1960 CHEVROLET convertibl,; '
yellow, V8, 4-speed; new i
top, Ky. tags; traded in on 1
new Chrysler. .
1960 eclair Chew. VS Pp; I
preen; Cdoor sedan, Ky. ear
1960 BUICK 4-dr. sedan, white!
outside, automatic, Ten' i
nesse* title.
1959 CHEVROLET El Camino,
6-cyl, straight drive, Blue
and white; Ky. tags.
19511 Ford 4-dr wagon Tenn. car
1:411 Chevrolet 2-ten truck 
with
bed less tailgate; good me-
chemically; New truck trade-
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry C. War-
ren of Fulton on the birth of a
son, Tuesday, Dec. 13, 1966 in
the Methodist Hospital at Mem-
'phis. The Why weighed 7
pounds, 15 ounces and has been
named Jerry C, Warren II,
Mrs'. Warren Is the former
Joanne Neely, daughter of Dr,.
and Mrs. 0. a Neely of Union
City.
TAYLOR
ev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 4724261 Talks
Math office 472-2484
ALWAYS
WFULJ IN TUNEWITH YOU
R 10 THE NEW SECONDSECTION
, FULTON. KENTUCKY
J. H. Lowe, First Mayor
Of South Fulton, Will
Celebrate 95th Birthday
SOUTH FULTON, Tenn.,
,—J. H. Lowe, who served as
mayor when South Fulton put in
its water works and got its first
hard-surface streets, will be hon-
ored on his 95th birthday on
Wednesday, Dec. 21.
On open house will be held at
the Lowe home at 115 West State
Line, and friends may call be-
tween the hours of 2 and 4 p.m.
Hosts will be Mr. Lowe's son
and daughter-in-law; Mr. and
Mrs. Kellie Lowe,
Although, Mr. Lowe, known by
everyone as "Mr. Jim," is in
very goof health, he spends
**4
e ry
Christmas
and best
wishes of
the season
to our customers.
We're
always glad
to serve you.
'CREAM OF THE
CROP"
65 CHEVY II, automatic; clean
65 CHEVROLET 1-dr. hardtop;
automatic; sharp
64 CHEVROLET, automatic;
clear
63 OLDSMOBILE FI15, clean
car
63 CORVA1R; bucket seats,
4 on the floor, 36,000 miles;
sharp
63 FORD 2-dr 6 cyl; 1-owner,
Sharp
62 FALCCN station wagon;
automatic; cleen
41 NASH convertible; bucket
*eats
61 CHEVROLET 4-dr. 6-cyl,
stra! St shift
61 CORVAIR Station Wagon,
Automatic
60 VALIANT station wagon;
straight shift
60 DODGE 4-dr; clean.
60 CHEVROLET 4-cyl; auto-
matic; sharp
60 FORD black 4-door Galsiele,
power steering and brakes;
air conditioning; low mile-
age; clean
51 EDSEL 4-door
59 MERCURY 4-dr; Clean
SS FORD T-Bird, black, good
condition
ing and brakes; clean; low
mileage
SI FORD Falrlan• SOO, 4-door;
sharp
58 DODGE VS, 4-dr; good con-
dition
57 CHEVROLET V8, auto-
matic, 4-dr.
JEEP Station wagon
57 DODGE 1/2-ton, high sides,
good condition
54 FORD Vs ton pickup; Good
condition
52 DODOS Van
20-25 ether eery, Make
WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-3363
— 
TWO LOCATIONS —
North bypass; Ky. side
Melrose lot, So. Fulton, Tenn.
most of his time in a wheel-
chair, due to a broken hip four
years ago.
Mr. Lowe keeps up with what
is going on in town by reading
the local newspaper each day,
and he sometimes joins with his
son in watching ball games on
television.
The former mayor was bord
Dec. 21, 1871 in Pierce, Tenn.,
about five miles southwest of
Fulton. His parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Tobe Lowe, were pioneer
settlers of that community, and
his father established the first
store there. He operated the
store and post office at Pierce
for many years.
He moved to Fulton in 1901.
Mr. Lowe was one of the first
U.S. mad carriers out of Fulton.
This was in 1902. when he was
30 years of age and the first
mail routes were established.
Mr. Lowe recalled that to es-
tablish the rural mail routes a
certain number of signatures
had to be secured. He said he
approached a I an. who said,
"I'll sign, but tile mail routes
will never last—they won't last
over six months."
Mr. Lowe retired as a rural
mial carrier in 1933, then served
two terms as mayor of South
Fulton.
He is a member of the Meth.
odist Church and didn't miss
Sunday School and church for
years, until he became disabled.
Mr. Lowe's wife, the former
Rilla Stubblefield of the Walnut
Grove community, died in 1950
He now lives with his son. Kellie
and his wife, Nelle.
He has another son, Odie R.
Lowe of Wichita, Kans. Two
sons, Herbert A. and Floyd
Lowe are deceased.
Other members of his family
are a brother, Robert "Doc"
Lowe of New York: 16 grand-
children and several g rea t•
grandchildren a n d great-great-
grandchildren.
BolicItirant-Boyd
Enffaueitientt`
FUL1 ON, Ky., —Mr.
and Mrs. Fred A. Bondurant of
Fulton announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of
their daugther, Mary !della, to
Thomas Frank Boyd, son of Mr.
and Mrs. S. F. Boyd of Jack-
son, Tenn.
Miss Bondurant is a graduate
of Fulton High School and will
receive a bachelor of arts de-
gree in English and French from
Union University in May. Her
social sorority is Chi Omega.
Mr. Boyd, a graduate of Jack-
son High School, will receive a
bachelor of science degree in
history and biology in May, from
Union University. He is presi-
dent of Phi Alpha Theta, nation-
al history fraternity and a mem-
ber of Alpha Tau Omega, social
fraternity.
Both Miss Bondurant and Mr.
Boyd were recently elected to
Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Col-
leges.
Plans are being made for a
late January wedding.
Best Wishes
for,
Utah
From BILL at - -.
KEN - TENN
AUTO SALES
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WPSD Adds Pair
To Its News Staff
JACK JACKSON
For Sale
Or
Lease
B3autiful, four bedroom house
at 213 Paducah Street in South
Fulton. Two baths, wall-to-wall
carpeting, modern kitchen, com-
bination heating and air-condi-
tioning system. See Eddie Mor-
ris at Melrose Che•nical Corn'
pany in South Fulton.
Torn Butler, news director of
WPSO-TV, Saturday announced
the appointment of Tim Slier tts
a full-time newsman and Jack
Jackson as newsman-announcer.
The increase in news personnel
is the result of WPSD-TV's in-
-reased coverage of Paducah
and the four-state viewing a •
served by the station.
Butler also announced that !.•
station's 10 p.in, news proves
will be lengthened to 30 minutes
beginning Jan. 2.
"While the emphasis will con-
Of interest to Homemakers •
tinue to be on local news cover-
age," Butler said, "the expan-
sion of our news staff will also
mean more comprehensive cov-
erage of events outside Padu-
cah. We also plan to do more in-
depth studies of local and area
problems."
Siler, 27, a native of Pleasant
Plains, Ark., formerly was news
director at KTVE-TV, Monroe,
La. In addition, he was program
director at WN1PS-Radio, Mem-
phis, Tenn., and KM!, Little
Rock, Ark. In his new capacity,
he will write and edit WPSD-
TV's 10 p.m. news, in addition to
his general reporting duties.-
Jackson, 29, from Cardwell,
Mo., joined tile Channel 6 staff
in November, from WELO in Tu-
LET'S GET ACQUAINTED!
1 have just taken over the
DX station at fts corner of
West State Line in Highlands
and invite you to come in and
visit.
Here's a Special "Get
Acquainted" Otter!
12 FREE GIFTS
will be given away January
21st. Stop by as many times
as you like for your tickets!
FREE COUNTRY HAM 10 GREASE JOBS
1000 S&H GREEN STAMPS
will be given away January 21st!
BOB CONN'S A STATION_
US 45-51 By-Pass, Fulton (Highlands)
Across from the Derby Restaurant
Open 7 days a week
WE WE
GIVE GIVE
pelo, Miss. In addition to pre-
paring and announcing Commer-
cials, Jackson will prepare and
present the station's two morn-
ing newscasts.
The announced elimination by
NBC of the first 15 minutes of
the "Tonight Show" hastened
the move, he adrie,'
AS AN EXAMPLE OF
OUR MANY SPECIAL
PRICES FOR THE
LAST WEEK OF
CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING
eg. $2.98 ChilO's Red
ocker — only $1.99
eg. $7.98 6 Transistor
Radios — only $4.75
out plays most of trail
Complete Pair
WALKIE - TALKIES
only $15.95
$24.95 Universal
Hairdryers
only $11.95
Reg. $11.95 Pop Up
Toasters only $8.95
45 r. p. m. Records 19c ea
33 1-3 Albums 68c & 88c
$32.95 Sunbeam Electric
Wall Clocks - only $11.95
Decorated Wall Clocks
Battery operated $15.95
ALL TOYS CUT TO
THE BONE! ! ! come sea
Railroad cablafe
Lake St. - Fulton. Ky.
1111110000/01)11,1101)11111011011INMENNONICRIXIMINIMMAINIIIIIIMMINMAJOIMIIIMI
ICERVOIllt
AND
1)40,,e,
479 2271
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WHOOP IT UP THE WHOLE YEAR
THROUGH IN A
RAMBLER •
King Motors has your choice
of late models,
Used Models, or Brand New Ones.
AND - - - We Service What We
SAVE
Call Charles King!
YOUR RAMBLER
DEALER!
MOTOR COMPANY, INC
Sell!
101 WEST STATE LINE • SOUTH FULTON,TENN
Taylor Chevrolet-Buick Is Loaded With USED CARS!
Aetna
Post Office
At Hickory
Is Burglarized
Thieves broke open the safe
in the U.S. Post Office at Hick-,
ory, Ky., sometime Friday
night and made off with an
undisclosed amount of stamps
and cash.
Hickory PG•stmaster Jett Al-
len reported today that the
amount of loss is still miter
investigation.
The thieves pried open both
the front and rear doors of the
building in Hickory, then ap-
parently used a pry-bar to strip
open the post office safe, Allen
said.
Authorities at the scene to-
day said at least two persons
were involved in the burglary
which is believed to have oc-
curred during the early morn-
ing hours.
The theft is being investigat-
ed by Paducah postal inspector
W. L. Nelson together with law
enforcement authorities from
the State Police and the Graves
County sheriffs department.
Elizabeth Green
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Carrie li'llisn's Hillery R. 
Hamilton
Felix D. Winter Lit& "'slings
Richard Gossum, Jr. t L•n• Douglas
to,.%
In Finland
Just before Christmas Day,
families in Finland take a
sauna bath. This is the tradi-
tional steam bath taken in a
hut with a stone oven
GREAT ARTIST — Walt Disney, whose cartoon characters
have become part of America's folklore, died Thursday
at the age of 65. Disney is shown drawing his famous "Mickey
Mouse" in this 1950 photo from files. The creation of Mickey
sAriuse won him an AC24Pnly Award In tn32,
Walt Disney
Buried In Quiet
Ceremony Friday
GLENDALE, Calif.
Walt Disney, whose cartoons
and fantasies entertained mil-
lions throughout the world, was
buried Friday with only mem-
bers of his family in attendance.
Funeral services for the
famed film maker were not an-
nounced until after they had
Rev. R. L. Cole
New Associate
Minister
been concluded at Forest Lawn
Cemetery.
The company wanted atten-
tion to remain with the man and
what he stood for, not on his
death," a spokesman for Walt
Disney Productions said later.
Disney, 65, died Thursday in a
hospital across the street from
his sprawling studios, where his
drawing board had —created
Mickey Mouse, Donald Duck
and a host of other cartoon
characters beloved by three
generations.
Studio and cemetery officials
did not disclose details regard-
ing the funeral, including dispo-
sition of the body,
Disney wanted it that way.
"Mr. Disney's wishes were
very specific and had been
spelled out in great detail," a
Forest-tYwn spokesman said.
X411111148,maniMi
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REV, ROBERT L. COLE
Rev. Robert L. Cole, formerly
of Clinton, Ky., has been named
associate minister at the First
Methodist Church in Mayfield,
according to Dr. William B.
Potts, minister at the church.
Rev. Cole assumed his duties
at First Methodist Church here
after serving in a similar capa-
city in Clinton.
Rev. Cole, 33, received a BA
degree from Lambuth College
in Jackson, Tenn., was award-
ed a BD degree from Cumber-
land Presbyterian Seminary,
now known as the Memphis
Theological Seminary in Mem-
phis.
Rev. and Mrs. Cole are the
parents of three children —
Catherine Ann, age 7, Cynthia
Leigh, 4, and Robert L. Cole
age 3.
Beginning in January, the
Coles will reside at 806 Back-
usburg Road.
In Liberia
Liberians use art oil palm
in place of the traditional fir
as a Christmas tree.
MARTIN --_
SEN OUR
PAINTS ,
TEA s1 5- PIECE
1 CART 1 0DINETTEs
i
I I 1 $52.50 1surr
SIMi Issa migsailMilliliJMINAWIRMillaillillA e
I g
I 1
1 1g HIDE -s 
1 A-BED 
1
A ISMS 
11 
II
1 13 Cubic Ft. Admiral
t, $148.88 x ,/ Refrigerator
With 
Trades /
c/r Freezer
$199.88
In France
Traditionally, adults in
France do not exchange gifts
until New Year's Day,
In some French villages,
shepherds bring their lambs to
church on Christmas
While the season of joy and
peace is upon us, we wish to
express our sincerest thanks to
all our faithful customers.
In Norway
The Norwegian Christmas
traditionally starts six months
before December 24th. The
celebration itself lasts three
weeks. The period is known as
the Julafred, or the Peace of
Christmas.
Lake St. In Fulton
nasseassonaseinguasagraeumosasssusonomensamanseneamonsaussusigunguagonama
With Trade
goansassansavemasasseamansaveuamina
ADMIRAL
40" Electric
Range
$138.88
With Trade
.
9U7SA
.411111111611110111M
General Electric
STEREO
AM- FM Radio
$209.95
-Trade Win) Wddc And Son," FREE DELIVERY • EASY TERMS ii -}t, st ninon, Ky.
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A far-reaching project of the
University of Kentucky exten-
sion s2rvice—announced yester-
day at Hopkinsivile—is expct-
ed to be duplicated in the Pur-
chase counties by 1968, exten-
sion service authorities said Fri-
day.
The move produced the Pen-
ny Royal Area Association, a
farm analysis group, which will
cover 14 counties — including
Caldwell, Crittenden, Trigg,
Christian, Muhlenberg, Butler,
Todd and Logan.
Preliminary steps hive been
taken for an identical organiza-
tion in McCracken, Marshall,
Hickman, Fulton, Ballard, Car-
lisle, Graves and Calloway
counties, extension officials re-
ported.
The association will begin op-
eration Jan 1 in an effort to in-
crease agricultural income in
thi area
The group will hire a farm
management specialist who will
be a part of the extension ser-
vice. Part of his pay will come,
however, from the $100 each
farmer-member pays into the
association each year.
The specialist will analyze the
records of each association
member and recommend alter-
nate methods if weaknesses or
inefficiencies are discovered.
"The findings of the specialist
will enable farmers to make de-
cisions based on actual records
instead of guesses," said J. R.
Davi., former Carlisle County
agent who, as Christian County
agent, helped organize the as-
sociation.
Davie said the association
specialist will dig deeply into the
technical side of production in
an eff,rt to show farmers bow
to produce more with less cost.
The association is modeled
after successful organizations in
Ohio and in Henderson and ad-
jacent counties in Kentucky.
An example of profitable an-
alysis reported by the Kentucky
gioup—The Ohio Valley Area
Association — was discovery
that grain used to produce mar-
ket hogs varied widely as to
use.
One group of farmers used an
average of 438 pounds of grain
to produce 100 pounds of pork.
Another used 352 pounds of
grain for the same amount of
pork. Still another group aver-
aged only 309 pounds of grain
for 100 pounds of pork.
"This is the kind of thing we
hope to bring out; the results
will be of great help to farmers
because they can see what is
going wrong and take correc-
tive steps," said Davie.
Other counties in the Penny-
royal group are Barren, Butler,
Simpson, Warren, Hart, Met-
calfe and Edmondson, all big
farming counties.
The minimum membership re-
quirement for the first year is
so.
"We have the 80 and other
farmers are wanting in, so we
may have to go to 90 and stop.
That is about all one man can
handle," raid Davie.
He said other technicians
would be added if membership
demanded.
The program is a part of the
extension service's new organ-
ization. The old county agent
program has been revised to
operate in new fields created
by changing times.
Ono part of the program was
the designation of all agents as
specialists and allowing them
to operate on an area basis in-
stead of on a county basis as
'generalists," Davie pointed
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When we say"Thank
You" for past favors
it com•s straight
from the h•art.
Western Auto Store
and employees
Roy — J•enes — Paul —
Corolle — Larry
Elvis Contributes
$105,000 To Charity
MEMPHIS — Enter-
tainer Elvis Presley, who once
received aid from a Christ-
mas charity fund, Tuesday sent
checks totaling $105,000 to 39
charities in five states. "I
am happy that I am today in
the position to give," said the
31-year-old singer in a note
read at presentation ceremon-
ies here. "It was not always
the case."
Buzzing with Holly
An English tradition of long
ago says that sprigs of holly
should be placed in beehives at
Christmas. This stems from a
legend that, at the Manger,
bees gathered to hum a hymn
of Joy.
FRANKFORT, Ky. — K e
tocky's department of parks is
bracing for the annual "reser-
vations-rush" — a flood of re-
quests early next month for
choice overnight accommoda-
'tions next summer at the 13 re-
sort-type parks operated by the
department.
Parks Commissioner Robert
D. Bell said today that a new
policy has been adopted which
is aimed at "a more equitable
processing of early reserva-
tions."
Bell said all reservation re-
quests made by letter, post-
marked Dec. 30 or later, will
be honored on a first-coMe bas-
is. The processing of the mail,
however, won't begin until Jan-
uary I.
All reservations received with
a postmark earlier than Dec.
30, the commissioner said, will
be returned to the sender with a
notice explaining that Dec. 30
is the earliest date the depart-
ment may accept reservations
by mail.
May Be Made By Phone
Telephone reservations win be
accepted at all parks beginning
Jan. 1, Bell said.
"Those parks which are open
rear-round (Jenny Wiley, Gen-
eral Butler, Cumberland Falls
and Kentucky Dam Village) will
accept telephone reservations on
a 24-hour basis. Other parks
will be staffed to accept calls
from 8 a.111. to 8 p.111., the Com-
missioner said.
The dates for the reopening
of overnight accommodations by
parks which close such facilities
during the winter are: Aubudon,
April 1; Bockhorn Lake, May 1;
Carter Caves, April 1; Keniake.
Feb. 24; Lake Cumberland,
March 10; Natural Bridge.
March]; Pennyrile Forest, April
14; Pine Mountain, May 5;
Rough River Dam, March 24.
December 25, 1492
Christopher Columbus and
his crew celebrated the first
Christmas in the New World
in 1492. They were dinner
guests of an Indian chief, rul-
er of the island of Haiti.
The Derby will be
Closed Sunday and Monday
to give employees the opportun-
ity to be with their families
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There's a song in the air!
There's a star in the sky!
There's a mother's deep
prayer and a baby's low
cry!
And the star rains its fire
while the beautiful sing,
For the manger of Bethle-
hem cradles a King!
Two thousand years ago, while Shepherds watched
their flocks on the hills of Judea, a song rang
out which changed their whole lives. It was the
angels' song of peace on earth, good will to
song of Joy in the birth of a Savior....and a
The star, shining over Bethlehem's manger,
was the guide for those wise men who were
searching for their King! And they followed
the star until it brought them to Him whom they
The angels' song is still ringing....Bethlehem's
star is still shining. . .If we but listen, we
shall hear! If we look up, we will see His star!
May His song find a place in our hearts,
this Christmas, and may we follow His star
Broadway Street, South Fulton, Tennessee
Bill Bradley, Mgr.
Charles Gilliam
Rita (Mrs. Jimmie) Adams
Alice (Mrs, Bill) Taylor
Nell (Mrs. Newton) Ruddle
Belinda Newton
Betty Beadles
Gayle Vincent
Would Like To Warmly And Sincerely
Extend To Each Of You
Our sincerest thanks to all our customers for
friendly and loyal patronage. May you and
yours enjoy the fun-filled and truly happy holi-
day. Merry Christmas, one and all!
500 Students At
MSU involved
In Campus Brawl
MURRAY, Ky. - They
started out singing Christmas
carols, but it soon became evi-
dent there would be no "Silent
Night" on the Murray State
University campus.
What followed was a three-
hour brawl involving approxi-
mately 500 students, 13 of the
city's 14 man police force, and
a number of state and county
police.
In New Mexico
The Santa Domingo Indian
pueblo in New Mexico, per-
forms 'a four-day-long sacred
ritual dance in honor of the
Christmas season.
It begins at two A.M. Christ-
mas day. After midnight mass,
the Indians gather inside the
church. They are clad In col-
orful costumes, adorned with
everything from fox tails to
evergreen branches.
The dancers carry on their
ceremonials until daylight. At
dawn the Indians move to
their sacred plaza in the cen-
ter of the village, where they
continue dancing throughout
Christmas day.
On the second day the chil-
dren dance, and the older
members of the tribe take over
for the third day. On the last
day the entire pueblo Joins In
the day-long ceremonies.
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May the spirit of Christmas remain in all men's
hearts so that hope and peace and love shall prevail
over our land and all other lands on earth.
A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
Billy and Barbara Gilbert and Staff — Mrs, Gertie Matthews, Mrs.
Mary Edgin, Joyce Webb, Bart Wilson, Sue Roberson, Judy Gambil.
Victor Damon, Glen and Lynn Stewart, Mark Wayne Phelps, Mikr
Gilbert, Greg Veneklasen, Mrs. Grace Walker,
Some blamed Thurs d a y
night's demonstration on a
school rule placing off-campus
men's residences off limits to
female students.
Police Chief Brent Manning
called it the equivalent of a
-panty raid, adding that four stu-
dents, with a little too much en-
thusiasm, were arrested and
charged with public drunken-
ness.
The carol singing began about
10 p.m. when a small group of
students gathered out side a
men's dormitory.
"In a little while," the chief
said, "the situation got beyond
carol singing. A couple of rocks
were thrown, and the group
started to swell in size."
Within an boor, approximately
500 students were roving the
campus, shouting and throwing
rocks,
The campus security force
called for help from Manning's
men.
"We would have had all our
men out," the chief said, "but
our fourteenth man was home
sick."
His patrolmen brought tear
gas cannisters with them but
they weren't needed.
Manning said the students
"dispersed when we talked to
them. I guess they were just
feeling frisky."
He reported damage was light
— a few broken windows, and a
broken glass door at a girl's
dormitory.
Ed Jennings, editor of The
Murray Democrat, also witness-
ed the demonstration. He credit-
ed state trooper Charles
Stephenson with breaking up a
disturbance in front of a girl's
dormitory, where 300 male stu-
dents had gathered.
"Stephenson saw what was
happening," said Jennings, "and
used his cruiser as a flying
wedge between the students and
the dormitory.
"Stephenson scattered the
youngsters like quail, driving
over the curb and through
shrubs to keep them moving."
THERE'S MAGIC
The Danish Christmas Eve ,
dinner features rice porridge,
containing a "magic" almond '
that brings good luck to the
one who finds it.
PHILADELPHIA, Pa.
- Teasing and vanity
were recently reported to to
powerful agents causing some
obese People to shed poundage.
According to researchers at
the University of Pennsylviuds
adults who had managed to altm
down after being obese :ram
childhood to adolescence did so
because they had been teemed
into going on diets and because
they were concerned over their
appearance.
Others reported that their
weight loss 'Just happened'
during adolescence.
Men and women who re-
mained obese reported, on the
other hand, that there had been
no pressure on them during
adolescence to Ione weight.Nor
had they been concerned about
their appearance. Their tat did
not Just disappear.
By the way, all those who
lost weight ass result of teasing
or because of a strong desire
to look more attractive were
women.
Trust Your Car to the Man who wears the Star!
Hickman - Fulton Counties
Rural Electric-Co-operative Corporalion
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Frame in Holly
Spread Christmas cheer all
through the house by adding holiday
color and greenery to pictures on
the wall. The Picture and Frame
Institute suggests decorating pic-
tures with traditional boughs and
cones, holly or mistletoe, strings of
lights, or your own combination
of favorite Christmas decorations.
Or, "frame" pictures with holiday
wreaths. Attach decorations to
frames or the wall with masking
tape.
The Right Toy
At Christmastime, toys do more
than gladden the hearts of pre-
schoolers. They can, if chosen wise-
ly, ',dint the way toward'new skills,
new discoveries, new interests. Ac-
cording to Playskool Research, a
child discovers himself and the
world around him through play. Be-
cause the child depends on toys to
help him grow, learn, and experi-
ment, one of the most important re-
sponsibilities of the parent is to se-
lect the right toys at the right time.
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1. Bill reports he enjoyed his appearance, but boy, did he have cold feet/
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Christmas
Your friendship and patron-
age have helped make this
a truly happy time for us.
May your Christmas abound
with the spirit of great joy.
SHAINBERG'S
UNION CITY, 'TENNESSEE
'White Christmas'
Is Traditional
As Plum Pudding
For a quarter of a century
people have been sentimental-
ly dreaming their way through
a 'White Christmas."
It was in 1941, the black-
clouded war years had already
begun, when Hollywood re-
leased a motion picture en-
titled: "Holiday Inn," The star
of this movie was the ever-
popular crooner, Bing Crosby.
But perhaps the real star of
"Holiday Inn" was the song
written especially for the
movie by Irving Berlin: "White
Chrisrmas."
Through the ensuing 25
years, over 100 versions of the
song have been recorded by
almost as many artists, yet
"White Christmas" is synony-
mous with the name of Bing
Crosby.
The poignant Christmas
message that's found in the
song has made it popular
'round the world. It has been
translated into Italian, French,
Chinese, German, Spanish,
Hungarian, the Scandinavian
languages, several Polynesian
tongues and even Swahili.
Trees Live and Bloom
In Legends of Yuletide
Almost every kind of tree
has a legend relating it to the
Nativity or the life of Christ,
The cherry tree, says "The
Cherry Tree Carol," bent down
its boughs for Mary to pluck
the fruit,
The Glastonbury Thorn
blooms at Christmas because,
legend says, St. Joseph of
Arimathea, on his arrival in
England, drove his staff into
the ground, while he was car-
rying the Holy Grail, the chal-
ice used at the last supper.
The staff took root and grew
into a thorn tree.
F
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Christmas is a special time! The tree is gleam-
ing and glowing with joys and toys . . . a.
and around every tree are gathered loved
ones. May.your tree he the center of
an especially wonderful Christmas.
a a 0 00
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON, TENNESSEE
REX HUDDLE, Mayor HARRY ALLISON, Commissioner
HENRY DUNN, Jr., City Manager JOHN REEKS, Commissioner
Work with us to make a bigger and hatter Cominunity
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...and our heartfelt
gratitude for your kind
friendship and
patronage during the year.
A. C. BUTTS and SONS
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To wish you Merry Christmas
Cheer and every Joy throughout
the Christmas Season
"We Specialize In Service"
• Greasing Oil Changed
• Muffler and Tail Pipe Service
• Let Us Balance Your Tires PRODUCT/
Clyde Fields Service Sta.
In the Heart of Down Town Fulton
1-4.., i f CeAdrizad
CHRISTMAS''
SALE/
8-Transistor Radios
Batteries & ear plugs
$ 598
NES. 4
111
LEADER SPORTING & ATHLETIC
Lake Street Fulton, Ky,
from all
of us to all of you!
r
0
G AND H DISCOUNT FURNITURE
4th and Kentucky Ave; Fulton
Aubrey Glasco H. W. Ruddle
Bobby Ruddle Keith Coyne*
Dennis Townsend
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BEST 'WISHES
FOR
The Christmas spirit glows brightly.
Happy surprises come forth from the
gaily-wrapped presents that express the sentiment and love that
Christmas inspires. filling us all with the joy of giving and
sharing. With this thought in mind, we would like to share with
you the good will and good wishes of the season. Sincere greetings.
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The world's fastest roller coaster is The Bobs in the Belle
Vile Amusement park, Manchester, Lancashire, England, on
which the cars attains speed 01 61 m.p.h.
•
4
Leader Athletic & Sporting Goods Company %
Ameemegeedgeeneuram.......ememerampol
May this Christmas Day
be only one of o long
procession of joyful days
for you and yours.
FULTON INSURANCE AGENCY
OFFICE PHONE 472-1351 20$ MAIN STREET
FULTON, KENTUCKY
At the
season of holly and
mistletoe, it is our
special pleasure to wish you
a Merry Christmas and to express our
thanks for your patronage throughout the year.
Across the Years, Music Reflects Holiday Joy,
As Carolers Sing Traditional Songs of Christmas
"Carol, brothers, carol. Carol joyfully.
With the coming of - .-istmas, almost everyone accepts
the injunction of the u;c., song to "carol joyfully." From
special church services to family gatherings, a "carol
sing" Is a traditional pleasure.
The custom of singing carols at holiday tine is an an-
cient one— begun, perhaps, even before the first Christ-
mas, at celebrations such as the Roman Saturnalia.
Modern interest in music, and In learning to play
musical Instruments, has given carol singing a healthy
boost. In most homes, at least one member of the family
can be depended on to provide instrumental accompani-
ment for carols—and the instrument may vary from the
old favorite piano to the currently popular guitar.
Music In any form has long been especially beloved
as a means of expressing Christmas joy. Early Christian
believers were forced to worship In secret — and there-
fore, quietly. Then, In the fifth and sixth centuries,
Christianity came out of the catacombs and exultation
for freedom of worship was expressed in the glad ringing
,, of church bells.
66-Mat Pane ` ' Early hymns and carols, however, were in Latin. Carol
singing in its modern form — in the common language of
the country — probably originated in 1223, when St. Francis introduced the first real-
istic replica of the manger scene, In the little town of Greed°, Italy.
From this beginning, the practice of erecting a creche or crib soon became a Christmas
tradition in many towns. Around the representation of the first Christmas, villagers
gathered to marvel, pray and sing. Often, the creche was constructed in a churchyard
or on a public street. Thus it was natural for the worshippers to stroll away from the
devotional service formal or informal — and continue singing the beloved carols as
they made their way home.
This spontaneous action may well have led to the custom of going from place to
place to sing carols. And the more music, the better, was the rule. Any musical instru-
ment, however humble, was a welcome addition and accompaniment.
In later centuries, the "wassailing" or "goading" expeditions helped the growth of
caroling. Singers went from house to house, receiving treats as rewards for carols.
Even oppression could not put an end to carol singing. When the Puritans abolished
Christmas observances in England, printed sheets of carols were bootlegged for a penny.
And poets and musicians went right on composing carols, as they do today.
INCREASE — Southern Bell Telephone Co.
and its employes have increased their coo.
tribunals to the Community Chest. The com-
pany gift of $1,000 was added to employe
gifts, including those of members of Local
3315 of the Communications Workers of
America, to make a total gift of $4,222, Mar-
yin Orgill, district manager of Southern Ben,
reported. The figure Is an Increase of 3.$
per cent over the gift of last year by the
same group. H. D. Hayes (right) served as
company-employe solicitation chairman. Mrs.
Mary Louise Edwards presents check to V.
D. Sullivan, executive mercury of the Chest.
Something Different for Holidays
—Fruitcake Cookies
cups sifted all-purpose flour
teaspoon baking soda
teaspoon salt
cup shortening
cup brown sugar, packed
egg. beaten
cup buttermilk or sour milk
package (8 ounces) Bordo im-
ported pitted dates, cut; or I
package ( 8 ounces ) Bordo diced
dates
cup chopped nuts
cup chopped candied cherries
cup chopped candied fruit arid
peel "
Sift :together dry ingredients.
Cream shortening; add sugar and
egg, beating until fluffy. Add milk
alternately with sifted dry ingredi-
ents; mix well. Fold in dates, nuts.
cherries, and fruit and peel. Chill
dough. Drop by teaspoonfuls, about
'2 inches apart. onto a lightly greased
baking sheet. Bake in a 375° oven
abolit 8 to 10 minutes, or until light-
ly browned. Yield: 4 dozen.
Fruitcake chock full of lus-
cious dates, nuts and a variety of
other fruits . has long been one
of the most traditional of all our
holiday foods.
Although there are scores of dif-
ferent ways of preparing fruitcake,
have you ever thought of baking
fruitcake cookies? It's a festive and
different idea for holiday cooking
. . one your family will certainly
enjoy. Sotne may like the cookies
better, for they are less rich than
most fruitcakes.
Holiday Fruitcake Cookies can be
easy to prepare, too, for many of the
ingredients may be purchased al-
ready diced or chopped. Perhaps the
newest is the packaged Bordo im-
ported diced dates just recently in-
troduced.
Remember to select imported
dates when purchasing dates for
cooked or baked dishes. Under the
heat of cooking, imported dates re-
tain their flavor :irid texture far bet-
ter than domestic dater:
For an additional collection of
favorite date rei ipes, send Or for
postage and handling to Bordo
Dates, Box 214. Deerfield, Illinois.
LIQUOR WINE
BEER Drive In Window
Smokehouse
FREE PARKING
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CHRISTMAS special! We haiag
all door mirrors and mantel mir-
rors free of charge within the
Fulton and South Fulton corpor-
ate limits. Call your orders in
early! Fulton Paint and Glass
Company
GIFT SUGGESTIONS IN HARD-
WARE: Electric drill $9.95; elec-
tric saw $24.95; elecetric soldiering
kit $2.95; complete Black & Deck-
er drill kit $19.99; jig saw $22.95;
39-piece wrench set $22.88; full
stock of wrenches, carpenter's
tools, garden tools. Fulton Hard-
ware & Furniture Company, 208
Lake Street.
— 
—
COHVALF.SCENT /TESS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
etc. are for rent or for sale at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479-2362.
GIFT SUGGESTIONS IN FUR-
NITURE: Solid cherry bedroom
furniture, bed and dresser $209.95;
Iwo-piece living room suites
$139.95; recliners $49.95; five-piece
dinette suites $39.95; table lamps
$4.95; tables, set of three, $19.95;
tree lamps $7.95; hassocks $4.95.
Fulton Hardware Sr Furniture Com-
pany, 208 Lake Street.
PIANOS FOR CHRISTMAS
Low overhead terms. Reed Music
Manor, Benton, Ky., Route 3. Open
evenings, Sunday 1:30 to 7 p.
— 
—
GIFT SUGGESTIONS IN TOYS:
Rocking horses $7.77; bicycles
$29.95; tricycles $7.77; slides $3.95;
wagons $9.95; tractors $13.88, desks
111.95. Fulton Hardware & Furni-
ture Company, 208 Lake Street.
GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS a beau-
tiful Hammond organ or Wurlitter,
Everett or Steinway plate Can
Mrs. L. C. Logan 472-2406, repre-
sentative for Jaco's of Jackson.
GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR LAST
MINUTE SHOPPERS: Pump shot
guns $89.95; automatic shot guns
9129.95; shot gun shells, hunting
colts, boots, insulated jackets.
Fulton Hardware & Furniture
Company, 208 Lake Street.
REbUCEI
with Slender-X in tablet or chewing
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG
Why throw 000cl mon-
ey after bad? Step up
to a thoroughly recon-
ditioned pleasure car
. . . one you'll drive
with pride for thou-
sands of carefree miles!
The best used cars in
town are listed regu-
larly in the classified
columns of this news-
paper!
Tappan gas range, good,
Complete twin-bed outfit,
nice mahogany finish,
good mattress 535,
Five iron bed outfits, twin
site, complete with good
mattr sssss & springs,
each .
Dinette suite, 4 choirs &
leaf table, nice and clean $25.
Brand-new wood heater $78.88
2 old divans, fair covers,
*ask
7Fl•w ,tost Motor Win
New living room chair $49.95
Cushion floor — $2.25 Sq. Yard
2 New hollywood bed head-
boards, unfinished; $10 each or
both for $15.
2-Refrigerators in working
order, each 420
Come In and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not adver-
tised,
And, may we odd, our sincere thanks for the
splendid patronage which you have given us
SEE HAPPY FOR
RECEIVES GOLD MEDAL AWARD—Den-
Its McDaniel (right), a native of Clinton, re-
ceives the Air Line Pilot's Association's gold
medal award from Capt. Charles H. Ruby,
president of the ALPA. McDaniel was cited
for his heroic action in subduing an armed
CLINTON, Ky., —A
Clinton native has been honored
for heroic acts during the hi-
jacking of the National Airlines
plane of which he was co-pilot
Dentis S. McDaniel, son of
Hickman County School Super-
intendent Dentin McDaniel and
Mrs. McDaniel, recently re-
ceived the Air Line Pilot's As-
sociation's gold medal award for
"heroic action in subduing an
armed hijacker in the cockpit
of National Airline (light 209 en
route from Miami to Key West
on Oct. 26, 1965."
He is one of the first recip-
ients of the award, inaugurated
in the early 1950s to recognize
such acts.
This was the first year actions
by commercial crew members
were deemed worthy of gold
medals, said Capt. Charles H.
Ruby, president of ALP& who
presented McDaniel with the
award.
McDaniel expressed his ap-
preciation for the award, but
said he'd rather not compete
again.
During the hijacking, which
drew national attention. Mc-
Daniel flew the aircraft and kept
constant radio contact with Mi-
ami's. flight tower during a
struggle in the cockpit.
McDaniel is a graduate of
Hickman County High School
and the University of Kentucky,
where ho—was president of his
social fraternity Delta Tau Del-
ta and a member of the senior
men's honorary, Lamp and
Cross. After graduation from
UK, be was employed as an
etectronic engineer for Convair,
a division of General Dynamics
'n Pomona, Calif.
In April of 1959, McDaniel en-
tered pilot training in the Air
Force as a second lieutenant,
During his tour, he flew the KC
135, the military version of the
Boeing 707 jetliner. He left the
service as a captain in April,
1965.
McDaniel joined National Air-
lines in May, 1965, and presently
resides In South Miami, Fla.,
with his wife and three children.
He is married to the former
Jean Weatherford of Barlow.
The three children are Melanie,
Michael and Monty.
Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bottles
GIFT srzzs CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation To Ladies
HAPPY'S LIQUOR STORE
hijacker In the cockpit of the plane of which
he was co-pilot. The incident, which drew
national attention, occurred on Oct. M. 19I5.
McDaniel is one of the first men to receive
the award, inaugurated in the early 19S0s.
•1 will honor Christmas
in my heart, and try to keep
it all year."
So wrote Charles Dickens,
for whom Christmas was a
favorite topic — so much so
that most people, asked to
name someone who wrote
about Christmas, would im-
mediately answer, "Dick-
ens."
Not only Dickens, but al-
most every writer, from the
little-known to the famous,
has been inspired at some
time in his career to "honor
Christmas" in prose or po-
etry. For Instance—
At Christmas 1 no more de-
sire a rose
Than wish a snow in May's
But like of each thing that
in season grows.
William Shakespeare
At Christmas play and make
good cheer,
For Christmas comes but
once a year.
Thomas 'Fusser
• • •
So shall we learn to under-
stand
The simple faith of shep-
herds then,
And clasping kindly hand
in hand,
Sing, "Peace on earth, good
will to men!"
James Russell Lowell
• • •
"floppy Christmas to all,
and to all a good-night."
Clement Clarke Moore
For a surprise addition, add
diced candied ?suit to a casse-
role of mashed,sweet potatoes.
Good served with ham.
LADIES: Do you want to get
al-ead? Could you earn your living'
Will you hays Social Security'
STENOGRAPHIC: SPEEDWRIT•
ING Shorthand or Gregg, typewrit-
ing, English, spelling, filing, office
practice, personality development,
clerical and civil service, mathe-
matics, Accounting I, and office
machines.
MEN: Would you like a totter job
with more income Are you facing
the draft, if so, there are special
courses for you.
CLERICAL-ACCOUNTING; Ac•
counting: sole proprietorship, pay-
roll, income tax, and cost; clerical
and civil service, mathematics, of-
ficx practice, psychology, tiling,
penmanship, and office machines.
Other shorter and longer courses
are offered. Inquire about Our New
College SP E EDWR I TING Short-
hand taught exclusively at BRUCE
BUSINESS INSTITUTE In Martin.
Irdividual instruction'
Itsgister for day or Monday night
courses on January 9, 1987.
Bruce Business Institute
308 Poplar Street
Telephone - 587-7415
Martin, Tonnes's,"
Issauseseriensenummeamssissiessit
For somehow, not only at
Christmas, but all the
long year through,
The joy that you give to
others is the joy that
comes back to you.
John Greenleaf Whittier
• • •
England was merry Eng-
land, when
Old Christmar brought his
sports again,
Sir Walter Scott
• • •
I heard the bells on Christ-
mas Day
Their old jamiliar carols
play.
And soil and. sweet the
words repeat,
"God Is not dead, nor dolts
he sleep."
Henry Wadsworth
Longfellow
to offer our appreciation and
best wishes to all the folks
mas. May your every wish be
fulfilled, and may the year
ahead bring you happiness,
health and good fortune.
Water Valley, Ky. and
Johnson Machine Co.
Union City, Tenn.
Dresden Tractor Sales Co.
Dresden. Tenn.
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Creswell said today that in
the past rabies outbreaks have
been confined to East and Mid-
dle Tennessee. "The disease
t cmebusedt this it
the
riverr in Pastimeoubadn'tbreaks
cane close to us. It seems to
be migrating farther west all
the time", he said.
Dr. Creswell encouraged dog
owners, especially those living
in the county, to have their
pets vaccinated against the dis-
arse. He said the shots need
to be given right away as it
takes a dog about 14 days to
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build up a strong immunity to
the disease.
Local veterinarians last
spring conducted rablaa im-
munization clinics through-
out the county but vaccinated
• total of only 400 dogs half
of which Uve in Union die/.
This represents only about 20
percent of the dog population
of the county.
In the four quarantined West
Tennessee counties, one fox
each has bean load to be rabid.
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FEEDING BABY
A third of today's new
mothers are under 20 years
old, according to the makers
of Enfamil Nursette, a pre-
mixed, pre sterilized formula
in a dispoeable bottle.
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Dies Sunday
At Age 111
A Negro woman who was
born In slavery lll years agodied about 5:30 Sunday after-
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her only surviving son had
been making their home since
fire gutted their home last Nov.
19.
Mrs. Lou Taylor, who was
born in Giles county, Tenn..
on March 18, 1855, had been a
resident of Union City for 63
years. .
Services will be held at 2
p.m. Wednesday at Pilgrim's
Rest Baptist Church. Burial
will be in East View Cemetery
with Beard Funeral Home in
charge. -
Mrs. Taylor and her bus-
hand,b  Charlie Taylor Sr., had
nine children but only one,
Charlie Taylor Jr., survives.
He is 75. Her husband died
nine years ago at the age of
101 He too, was born in slay-
ery in 
,
county, which ad-
joins Giles county. They had
been married 72 years at the
time of his death.
Her son said today Mrs.
Taylor and his father "didn't
remember too much about the
slavery. They were real young
when it ended. But until abort
saahir:yea7r anagdo,sher
cmouincild *masa my,
many things from many years
In addition to her son, she
leaves six grandchildren and
Seven great-grandchildren.
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GG 0 Only 15 of the 280 nuclearreactors in the US. produceelectricity, according to the
Atomic Industrial Forum;
others are used for projects
as usual as producing new
strains of flowers!
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